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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

This chapter discusses the issues involved in the anaphora resolution of natural languages 

like Sanskrit. The chapter also introduces fundamental ideas on Sanskrit, Pat!catantra 

(PT), anaphors,and anaphora resolution theories)etc. At the end of the chapter a summary 

of the remaining chapters has been given. 

1.1. Sanskrit and Paiicatantra 

1.1.1. Sanskrit 

Sanskrit has a position in India and Southeast Asia similar to (or rather more than) that of 

Latin and Greek in Europe, and is a central part of Hindu tradition. It is one of the 22 

official languages of India and a state language of Uttarakhand. Sanskrit is one of the 

well-studied languages of the world, having a sophisticated vocabulary, morphology, 

literature, research, scholarship and most importantly a rich grammatical tradition. The 

ancient knowledge of Indian subcontinent is stored in the Sanskrit texts and it needs to be 

explored today to benefit the humanity. Plenty of literature is available on the highly 

philosophical and ethical subjects, various sciences, linguistic investigations and other 

academic disciplines. The linguistic investigation of this language was focused on the 

morphology and phonology, describing it variously. However, its syntax has received 

least attention by linguists. Mainly, Speijer (1886), Delbruck (1888), and Hans H. Hock 

(1991) could be counted among those who have been interested in syntactic structure of 

this language. 

1.1.2. Paiicatantra 

Paiicatantra is an old text of ethical stories believed to be written by Vishnu Sharma. The 

72 stories in five (paiica) sections (tantras) are replete with some moral lesson, notonly 

for children but also for the humans in general. This is a nfti grantha (ethical text) and it 

is, to a great extent, relevant today as well. It aims to make us learn how we can use the 
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knowledge which we have already acquired and how we should behave in the society and 

how we should understand the society. The five tantras are mitrabhedam (the separation 

of friends), mitrasampriiptikam (the acquisition of friends), kiikoWklyam (about the crows 

and the owls), labdhapraJJiiSam (the loss of what was gained), and apar'i/cyitakiirakam 

(the rash doer). In mitrabheda it is described how differences and enmity can be created 

between two closed friends. The lion Pingalaka and the bull Sanjeevaka were closed 

friends. The two jackals Karataka and Damanaka got them separated and Sanjeevaka was 

killed by Pingalaka. In mitrasampriiptikam the teaching is that one should have many 

useful friends. The crows, tortoises, deer, and rats lived happily due to their closed 

friendship despite the scarcity of various resources. The kiikoliik'iyam is about deceitful 

politics in which teaching is that for one's gain one should befriend their enemy and then 

deceivingly destroy them. In the story the crow befriends the owl and then set owl's fort 

on fire. In labdhapraJJiisam the teaching is that a wise person wins the battle and a fool 

looses even things on his own hands. A monkey and a crocodile enter in a friendship. The 

wife of the crocodile wants the tasty heart of the monkey. The monkey saves himself by 

saying that he has left his heart in the tree, so he be taken to the bank of the river. The 

monkey runs away and the crocodile is embarrassed. The teaching of the 

apar'ik~·itakiirakam is that one should do things after a great consideration. A BrahmaQ.i 

kills her mongoose that saved her child from the snake, on the suspicion that the 

mongoose has killed the child. Later she repents for her misdeed. 

The central theme of the PT is the harmonious and integrated development of a man, a 

life in which security, prosperity, friendship and learning are combined as to produce a 

lasting joy. It exemplifies and upholds ethical values, social order, and customary law and 

yet is an important medium through which protest, dissent and reform are articulated. 

Vishnu Sharma, a great pundit of loka (world) and siistra (academic knowledge), tries his 

best to convey his teachings to his pupils through the animal characters. He successfully 

~made his pupils practical, good-behaved, and diplomatic in a short period of time. This 

~)f work was so popular that even in ancient times the translations of this text were available 

\ S J ~ in foreign languages in foreign lands. The purpose behind writing the PT was to implant 
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moral values and governing skills in the young sons of the ancient kings. The ancient 

Sanskrit text boasts of various animal stories in verse and prose. 

The style of PT is simple and proverbial. The description of the theme is written in prose 

while the aphorisms are composed in verses. According to Baladeva Upadhyaya (2001) 
~ 

these verses are taken from the Ramayana, Mahabharata, and other ancient ethical texts. 

The production of PT certifies it to be the text of politics and worldly behaviour. 

According to Baladev Upadhyay (2001), there are four recensions of PT available 

now.The first one is the Pahlavi translation, though it is not available but the information 

about its stories is received from Syraic and Arabic translations. The second recension is 

gone within the Brhatkathii of Gul)a~hya. This Brhatkatha was in Paisaci language which 

was originally lost but its translations in the form of the Brhatkat"amaJljari of K~emendra 

and the Kathiisaritsiigara of Somadeva are available now. The third recension is called 

tantriikhyiiyikii with which Jainkathiisat?1graha is also relate~._!.~~ ~~ntriik~1y~yi~ii is the 

oldest recension and its original place is Kashmir. Hertel.fb~lieves that tantriikhyiiyikii is __...., 
the original form of the PT available today. The fourth on~ is southern PT and the Nepali 

PT and Hitopade8a are its representatives. Thus the PT is not a common text but a 

representative of a plenty of literature (Upadhyay, 2001).: 'l 'I? 

1.1.2.1. The Timing of the Paiicatantra 

There is a lack of consensus among scholars regarding the time of the PT. The German 

scholar Hertel believes its creation after 200 BCE, whereas ~~~~~ b~li~ves it to be arou~~ _ !2J + (/) 
200 AD or afterwards. The assumption of~[' based on the use of the word Dinar in l _) 
the text. Dinar was a Roman coin that was brought India around 100 AD. Baladev 

Upadhyay (2001) says that it would not be improper to assume the timing of PT between 

300 AD and 400 AD. 

1.1.2.2. The POS Tagging of the Paiicatantra 

This text has been POS tagged with Indic Language POS Tagset (IL-POST) developed 

by Microsoft Research India (MSRI) by the author of this dissertation and the data have 

been released by Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) (It can be reached at 
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http://www .Ide. upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry_.j§P.?catalogid=LDC20 11 T04 ). The title 
~-~, ............. __......... .... ..-.:---

of this corpus is Indian Language Part-of-Speech Tagset: Sanskrit. Its Linguistic Data 
... -----Consortium (LDC) catalog number is LDC2011T04 and ISBN is 1-58563-575-8. This is 

a corpus developed by MSRI India to support the task of Part-of-Speech Tagging (POS) 

and other data-driven linguistic research on Indian Languages in general. It is created as a 

part of the Indian Language Part-of-Speech Tagset (IL-POST) project, a collaborative 

effort among linguists and computer scientists from MSR India, AU-KBC (Anna 

University, Chennai), Delhi University, liT Bombay, Jawaharlal Nehru University 

(Delhi) and Tamil University (Tamil Nadu). 

The Linguistic Data Consortium is an open consortium of universities, companies and 

government research laboratories. It creates, collects and distributes speech and text 

databases, lexicons, and other resources for research and development purposes. The 

University of Pennsylvania is the LDC's host institution. The LDC was founded in 1992 

with a grant from the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), and is partly 

supported by grant IRI-9528587 from the Information and Intelligent Systems division of 

the National Science Foundation. 

1.1.2.3. The POS Tagging Scheme of the IL-POST 

The tagset used for tagging PT, was derived from IL-POST, a standard framework for 

Indian languages developed by MSRI. This is a hierarchical tagset which is based on 

guidelines similar to EAGLES. This tagset encodes information at three levels-

~~~...U~~~,b)J.~~.~.~.~.~s. Till date (as far as we know) four language specific 

tagsets have been derived from this framework; Hindi, Bangia, Tami)and Sanskrit. 

The structure of the tagset is made up of 9 major categories: noun, verb, pronoun, 

nominal modifier, demonstrative, kridanta, particle, punctuation) and residual. These 

categories have their respective types and then attributes. Noun is given two types-

common and proper and their attributes are gender, number, case and nominal 

declension. Verb has no types but has pacta, number, person, tense/mood and honorificity 

as attributes. Pronouns are divided in 5 sub categories and have gender, number, person, 
4 



case and nominal declension. Nominal Modifier has two types- adjective and quantifier. 

Adjectives are given gender, number, case, nominal declension, emphatic, negative and 

honorificity attributes. Quantifiers' attributes are same as adjectives except honorificity 

(don't have) and numeral (have). Demonstrative Category has three types- absolute, 

relative, and wh. Their attributes are gender, number, person, case, nominal declension, 

distance and honorificity. The category of kridanta has participle and gerundive as types 

and gender, number, case, nominal declension as attributes. Particles are divided in 13 

types. The final two categories Punctuation and Residual (foreign word, symbol, others) 

don't have any attribute. The Appendix 2 contains the tagset. 

The standard which has been followed in this tagset takes care of the linguistic richness 

of Indian languages. It allows the "selective inclusion and removal of features for a 

specific language/project, thereby keeping the framework a common standard across 

languages/projects". This tagset is supposed to provide cross-linguistic compatibility, 

reusability, and interchangeability. Keeping in mind its higher accuracy results, it could 

prove a boon to Indian NLP which still needs to achieve its good position in the world as ) 

Indian languages are lacking adequate resources in terms of data and tools (Baskaran et l_!2,9~ '1 

al. (2008) an Girish tal. (2009)). 

~.}~)~is framework is very sophisticated in covering the linguistic features of Indian 

languages. The tags used are extremely fine-grained, and incorporate a great deal of 

information about case, gender, number and so on. The IL-POST is able to accommodate 

all desired linguistic features of Sanskrit and the tagged corpus remains compatible with 

other languages tagged by a brethren tagset. Apart from this as this tagset follows the 

standard of European languages it could enable us to access the European language data 
for Indian NLP and vice versa. 

MSRI has developed an annotation tool called MSRI Part-of-Speech Annotation Interface 

which is a GUI for assigning the appropriate POS label for each word in a sentence. This 

is designed for annotating within the framework of a hierarchical tagset designed at 
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MSRI. The tool also provides the facility to provide the morphological attributes with 

their values. The interface supports various operations for viewing and editing the POS 

labels and morphological information associated with the word. This tool reduces the 

cognitive load of the human annotator and enables one to speed up the tagging task. 

1.2. Preliminaries on Anaphora Resolution 
Anaphora is a Greek word and etymologically it means 'the act of carrying back 

upstream'. In linguistics "anaphora is cohesion (presupposition) which points back to 

some previous item" (Mitkov, 1996). The 'pointing back' (reference) is called an anaphor 

and the entity to which it refers is its antecedent. In (1) 'she' is an anaphor and 'Manisha' -is its antecedent. 'She' cannot be interpreted without pointing back to 'Manisha'. 

(1) Manisha is staying at Allahabad. She is a professor of Sanskrit. 

There is also a slightly different device which languages use, sometimes, to create a sense 

of mystery or expectancy. This device is called cataphora. In (2) 'she' is pointing forward 

to 'Prof. Vibha' to derive its meaning. So, in this case 'she' is a cataphor and the process 

of referring forward is called cataphora. ---- -
(2) She is a person of international repute, widely known for her excellent 

research and scholarship. Prof. Vibha has been awarded the prestigious Ambedakar 

Professorship at the University of Allahabad. 

The process of determining the antecedent of an anaphor is called anaphor resolution. 

The term 'anaphora resolution' is very common among computational linguists; however, 

~i~v (1996) considers it less accurate than 'anaphor resolution'. Anaphora is a 

linguistic phenomenon: what is resolved is therefore not the phenomenon but the anaphor 

(reference) which is initially 'unknown' and whose antecedent must be tracked down. 

Anaphora resolution is a challenging problem in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and • 
plays a significant role in most of the NLP applications such as machine translation 

(MT), text summarization, question answe~ng systems, information extraction} etc. In 



Sanskrit, however, this has received very little computational research. Until now, only a 

few papers are available on this topic. Anaphora resolution is a very wide topic and 

generally, it includes lexical anaphors, third person pronouns, and other anaphoric items 

inNLP. 

\\,l For humans, it is relatively easy to determine the antecedents of anaphors in the text but 
;,~· 

·l\ \ 
\ ~~ . 

} \ \; 
"' \ '(_' ' 
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machines have immense problems in identifying them. The proposed study aims at 

studying Sanskrit pronouns, lexical anaphors (reflexives and reciprocals) and cataphors in 

the ethics text of PT and designing a computational tool called Sanskrit Anaphora 

,' Resolution System (SARS) to resolve the lexical anaphors and cataphors automatically. 

1.3. Anaphora Resolution: Various Approaches 
Anaphora resolution has been the key topic of NLP research for over a couple of decades. 

Plenty of literature is available discussing problems and solutions for pairing anaphors 

and antecedents. In the literature on anaphora resolution, mostly, third person pronouns, 

zero pronouns and lexical anaphors (reflexive and reciprocal pronouns) are dealt with. 

The anaphora resolution algorithms can be divided into knowledge rich and knowledge 

poor algorithms. The knowledge rich algorithms are the approaches which need a deeper 

level of analysis such as parsed sentences with grammatical roles specified. On the other 

hand, knowledge poor algorithms just need a shallow linguistic analysis. Following are 

some of the prominent anaphora resolution theories. 

1.3.1. Lappin and Leass Approach 

L~--A.lgwi!._hm (1 ?2~) or RAP (Resolution of Anaphora Procedure), aims at 

identifying both intra and intersentential antecedents of third person pronouns and lexical 

anaphors (reflexive and reciprocal), in English. This algorithm is based on salience 

heuristics. RAP employs a simple weighting scheme that integrates the effects of the 

recency and syntactically-based preferences; but no semantic preferences are employed 

beyond those forced by agreement. Following are the main components of the Lappin and 

Leass Algorithm: 
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4: An intrasentential syntactic filter for ruling out anaphoric dependence of a 

pronoun on a noun phrase, based on syntactic grounds; 

4 A morphological filter for ruling out anaphoric dependence of a pronoun on a 

noun phrase due to person, number, or gender non-agreement; 

4 An anaphor binding algorithm for identifying the possible antecedent binder of a 

lexical anaphor (reciprocal or reflexive pronoun) within the same sentence; 

4 A procedure for assigning the suitable salience factors weights to a noun phrase, 

according to its grammatical role, such as syntactic parallelism, subject, etc.; 

~ A decision procedure for selecting the preferred element from a list of possible 

antecedent candidates. 

The anaphor binding algorithm identifies the intrasentential candidates for reflexive or 

reciprocal pronouns; the syntactic filter rules out the intrasentential coreference 

candidates for third person pronouns that are unlikely to be the antecedent. For the 

remaining candidates, the value of the salience factors is calculated. The chosen referent 

will be the one with the highest salience factor. When there is more than one candidate 

with the same salience factor, the algorithm chooses the candidate which is closer to the 

pronoun. The syntactic filter and the anaphor binding algorithm analyze the pronoun's 

sentence syntactic structure to decide if co-reference is allowed. The algorithm uses the 

grammatical representation generated by Slot grammar parser developed by McCord 
e:cO ,_.. 

(1990). The Slot grammar is a full parser and relies on salience measures derived from 

the syntactic structure and a simple dynamic model of attentional state to select the 

antecedent noun phrase of a pronoun from a list of competing candidates. 

RAP uses a salience weighting system based on syntactic features. There are two types of 

operations performed by the algorithm: discourse model update and pronoun resolution. 

When a noun phrase, which introduces a new entity in the discourse, is found, a 

representation for that entity is created and its salience factor is calculated. The salience 

factor for a given entity is the total of all salience ~actors applied to that entity. The initial 

salience factors are presented in the table belf 



Salience factors Weights 

Sentence recency 100.0 

Subject emphasis 80.0 

Existential emphasis 70.0 

Accusative (direct object) emphasis 50.0 

Indirect object and oblique complement 40.0 

emphasis 

Non-adverbial emphasis 50.0 

Head noun emphasis 80.0 

Table I: Salience factors with initial weights (Lappin and Leass, 1994) 

The salience factor weights show the preference for choosing a certain antecedent based 

on its grammatical role, according to the following hierarchy (Jurafsky and Martin, 

2000): - subject > existential predicate nominal > object > indirect object or 

oblique >demarcated adverbial PP 

The algorithm was tested on computer manual texts. A blind test was also 

conducted on manual text containing 360 pronoun occurrences. According to the 

claim the algorithm successfully identified 86% of these pronouns. ----
The algorithm has the limitation that it did not have any real world knowledge and 

also it did not model intentional or global discourse structure/ 

1.3.2. Tree Search Algorithm 

Hobbs (1978) describes an algorithm for pronoun resolution which takes syntactic 

representations of the sentences up to and including the current sentence as input and 
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performs a search for an antecedent noun phrase on these trees. There is no explicit 

representation of a discourse model or preferences as in the Lappin and Leass algorithm. 

However, certain of these preferences are approximated by the order in which the search 

on syntactic trees is performed. 

An algorithm that searches parse trees must also specify a grammar, since the 

assumptions regarding the structure of syntactic trees will affect the results. A fragment 

for English that the algorithm uses is given in the following figure. 

S -7 NPVP 

NP -7 { (Det) Nominal ({PPor Rei})*} 

Det -7 {determiner or NP' s} 

PP -7 preposition NP 

Nominal -7 noun (PP)* 

Rei -7 wh-word S 

VP -7 verb NP (PP)* 

Table 2: A grammar fragment for the Tree Search algorithm. 

The steps of the algorithm are as follows: 

1. Begin at the noun phrase (NP) node immediately dominating the pronoun. 

2. Go up the tree to the first NP or sentence (S) node encountered. Call this node 

X, and the path used to reach it p. 

3. Traverse all branches below node X to the left of path p in a left-to-right, 

breadth-first fashion. Propose as the antecedent any NP node that is encountered 

which has an NP or S node between it and X. 

4. If node X is the highest S node in the sentence, traverse the surface parse trees 

of previous sentences in the text in order of recency, the most recent first; each 

tree is traversed in a left-to-right, breadth-first manner, and when an NP node is 

encountered, it is proposed as antecedent. If X is not the highest S node in the 

sentence, continue to step 5. 
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5. From node X, go up the tree to the first NP or S node encountered. Call this 

new node X, and call the path traversed to reach it p. 

6. If X is an NP node and if the path p to X did not pass through the Nominal 

node that X immediately dominates, propose X as the antecedent. 

7. Traverse all branches below node X to the left of path p in a left-to-right, 

breadth-first manner. Propose any NP node encountered as the antecedent. 

8. If X is an S node, traverse all branches of node X to the right of path p in a left-

to-right, breadth-first manner, but do not go below any NP or S node encountered. 

Propose any NP node encountered as the antecedent. 

9. Go to Step 4. 

To test the algorithm Hobbs took a text from an archaeology book, an Arthur Hailey's 

novel and a copy of Newsweek. From each of these as much contiguous text as was 

necessary to obtain one hundred occurrences of pronoun was taken. His algorithm 

worked successfully for 88% of the time, and 92% when augmented with simple 

selectional constraints. Clearly the algorithm by itself is inadequate. However, Hobbs 

suggests that it may still be useful, as it is computationally cheap compared to any 

semantic method of pronoun resolution. 

, : \l" !/c{ 
1.3.3. The Centering Theory ----· . ---. A I r ' 

The centering theory developed by ~s~.- Joshi, Weinstei~laims that certain 

entities mentioned in an utterance are more central than others and this property imposes 

constraints on speaker's use of different types of referring expression. This theory relates 

focus of attention, choice of referring expression and perceived coherence of utterance 

within a discourse segment. 

The term 'center' is used for an utterance to refer to those entities serving to link that 

utterance to other utterances in the discourse segment that contains it. It is an utterance 

and not a sentence in isolation that has centers. The same sentence uttered in different 
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discourse segments may have different centres. Centres are thus discourse constructs. 

Furthermore, centres are semantic objects, not words phrases or syntactic forms. 

Each utterance U in a discourse segment (DS) is assigned a 'forward looking centre' 

Ct{U, DS). Each utterance other than the segment initial utterance is assigned a single 

'backward looking centre' Cb(U, DS). These centres are sometimes also denoted as Ct{U) 

and Cb(U). 

The backward looking centre of utterance Un+I connects with one of the forward looking 

centres of utterance U0 • In fact, Cb (Un+I) is by definition the most highly ranked element 

of Cr (U0 ). Regarding the ordering of the elements in Cr (U0 ) the following hierarchy is 

used. 

subject > existential predicate nominal > object > indirect object or 

oblique > demarcated adverbial PP 

In centering based algorithms there are no numerical weights attached to the 

entities of the list. They are simply ordered relative to each other. The highest 

ranked forward looking center is called Cp (preferred center). 

. I . h d . d c h I . h' h · h ~ ~ 14-There are vanous a gont ms evtse 10r anap or! reso utiOn w IC are centenn~ -1' \_f t· .0. I .. 
\\ _ t~-~d. Bren;;~ et al. (1987, ~enceforth BFP), \ya~-~.~r et al. (199:) ,.3me~ ~ 

, ,~~ ~86) and ~be & Hahn (~are some of them. In BFP algonthm preferred 

~ referents of pronouns are computed from the relations that hold between the 

forward and backward looking centers in adjacent sentences. Four intersentential 

relationships between a pair of utterances Un and Un+I are defined which depend 

upon the relationship between Cb(Un+J), Cb(U0), and Cp(Un+I); these are shown in 

the following figure. 
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Cb(Un+l) = Cb(Un) Cb(Un+l) f. 
or undefined Cb(Un) Cb(Un) 

Cb(Un+l) = Cp(Un+l) Continue Smooth-Shift 

Cb(Un+l) f. Cp(Un+J) Retain Rough-Shift 

Table 3: Transitions in the BFP algorithm 

The following rules are used by the algorithm: 

~ Rule 1: If any element of Cf (Un) is realized by a pronoun in utterance 

Un+J, then Cb (Un) must be realized as a pronoun also. 

4 Rule 2: Transition states are ordered. Continue is preferred to Retain, 

Retain is preferred to Smooth-Shift, Smooth-Shift is preferred to Rough-

Shift. 

The algorithm has been defined as follows: 

1. Generate possible Cb-Cf combinations for each possible set of reference 

assignments. 

2. Filter by constraints, e.g., syntactic coreference constraints, selectional 

restrictions, centering rules and constraints. 

3. Rank by transition orderings. 

The pronominal referents that get assigned are those which yield the most 

preferred relation in rule 2, assuming that Rule 1 and other Coreference 

constraints (gender, number, syntactic, selectional restrictions) are not violated. 

1.3.4. Earlier Works on Sanskrit Anaphora Resolution 

The development and design of SARS have derived benefits from the existing research of 

anaphora resolution for Sanskrit. The algorithms proposed in earlier works have been 

studied before finalizing our algorithm. Girish Nath Jha et al. (2008 and 2009) have done 

a wider case study of anaphors in Sanskrit scanning the language from the epics to 

Shivarajavijayam. They have discussed about the concept of anaphora and anaphora 
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. resolution techniques in Indian intellectual tradition including VyakaraQ.a, Nyaya, and 

MTmamsa. The papers have focused on pronominal anaphors and proposed a workable 

solution in terms of an algorithm. A Sanskrit Analysis System (SAS) containing several 

modules has also been developed that will supposedly assist the resolution. We have 

modified their generalisations and have presented the algorithm based on our study of the 

language in the text. Thus, we have deviated from their proposal for reflexives and 

reciprocals. 

Pralayankar et al. (2010) have presented an algorithm, which reportedly identifies 

different types of pronominals and their antecedents in Sanskrit. The computational 

grammar implemented there "uses very familiar concepts such as clause, subject, object 

etc., which are identified with the help of morphological information and concepts such 

as precede and follow". The method they have adopted for resolving the anaphors is by 

exploiting the morphological richness of the language. The system is reportedly giving 

encouraging results when tested with a small corpus. This work is also not flawless. In 

their algorithms they have ignored the fact that Sanskrit reflexives are impersonal, i.e. 

they do not encode person feature and also that Sanskrit reflexives do not agree in gender 

with their antecedents (see 2.2.1.). The algorithm does not consider reciprocals and 

cataphoric usage of reflexives and reciprocals. The paper does not define the term 

'possessive' used in the algorithm. 

1.3.5. The SARS Approach 

The present approach, that is, Sanskrit Anaphora Resolution System (SARS) approach 

exploits the grammatical features of Sanskrit language. The Indian languages including 

Sanskrit are morphologically very rich and this richness is very useful in handling this 

task. The approach employed here uses mainly the nominal morphology. The input to the 

system is the POS tagged Sanskrit text in which various morphological features are 

attached to the words. The morphological features include features like case, number, 

gender, person, tense etc. Here we deal with intra-sentential anaphors. Thus, on the basis 
) 
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of hierarchical POS tagging of the texts we train the system to recognize the anaphors 

and their antecedents. 

1.4. Why Anaphora Resolution for Sanskrit? 

As I have stated it in the beginning, Sanskrit is a language in which our ancient 

knowledge of various disciplines is stored. To use one's pre-existing knowledge for the 

betterment of humanity is always praiseworthy. However, doing so one needs to be very 

careful in deciding what is good and what is bad for the humanity with respect to time 

and circumstances in which one lives, and also, one should always keep them open to 

new research and developments in the field. A discipline is to open our eyes not to shut 

them down to new developments. So, as we have a huge literature of knowledge in this 

language, we want to share this knowledge with the rest of the world, and it is only 

possible when it is available in other world languages as well. The present work is such a 

small effort to help Sanskrit make translatable mechanically in other human languages so 

that it could be reachable to maximum number of people of the world. Anaphora 

resolution systems, as we know, are of crucial importance for correct translation. When 

translating into languages which mark the gender of pronoun, for example, it is essential 

to resolve the anaphoric relation. In translation, the reference to a discourse entity 

encoded by a source language anaphor by the speaker (or writer) has not only to be 

identified by the hearer (translator or translation system) but also re-encoded in a co-

referential/co-specificational expression of a different language. So, to do the above 

things we need an anaphora resolution system for Sanskrit. 

1.5. Methodology 
The SARS approach of anaphora resolution takes advantage of the morphological 

richness of the Sanskrit language. First, the text was digitized in Unicode UTF-8 f01mat 

(in fact I got it in digitized form from the Computational Sanskrit Research Lab, JNU and 

thanks to it), then the external (anitya) sandhis were split manually. The digitized text 

.... 1'~,_.,\ was proofread by me with the help of Shri S~~ma~~aran Pan~y's recension (MLBD, 

, ~} " ~fterwards, the entire text was manually tagged by me with the help 
~. 15 
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of annotation tool developed by MSRI. The tagging scheme (IL-POST) was also the one 

developed by MSRI, a hierarchical schema for tagging most of the Indian languages. As 

the text was in digital form, it was easy to find the various kinds of usage of pronominals 

and anaphors by searching them with the help of the MS word program. This method was 

very effective in ascertaining the frequency and availability of various forms. However, I 

have read the text along with its Hindi translation also to find different kinds of usage of 

pronouns and lexical anaphors. The sentences containing pronouns and lexical anaphors 

were picked up for examples and transcribed along with interlinear glosses and free 

translation in English. The pronouns and lexical anaphors have been classified according 

to their linguistic distribution. And finally, an algorithm was designed to handle the intra-

sentential lexical anaphors and their antecedents automatically. To achieve this goal, 

methodologies of software development have been used. They include algorithm 

development, tools selection, data formatting, writing code ·of program, test and 

evaluation of the system. System is planned to develop in web architecture. The system 

tools are Java based. Front end is done in Java Server Pages (JSP) running on the web 

server called Apache Tomcat. The programming has been done in the Java environment. 

These things are given in detail in the Chapter 4. 

1.5.1. The Data 
The data in this work have been put uniformly. The Leipzig glossing rule 

followed for the annotation of the transcribed data. The transcription of the data has been 

done according to the transcription key given on page xiv. In the first line Sanskrit data 
~ 

have been given in italics using the GentiumAlt fonts, the second line is for the English 

gloss of the Sanskrit words and the third line is for free English translation of the given 

Sanskrit data. In the third line the source of the data has also been given in <angle 

brackets>. The source has to be read as first the name of the story from where the data are 

taken and then, the name of the section (tantra) of the text, given in acronyms, whence 

the story is taken. 
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1.6. Organization of the Chapters 
This dissertation is divided in to five chapters. The first chapter, i.e. the current one, deals 

with the introductory things to the problem ahead and gives basic information about 

Sanskrit, PT, anaphora resolution, the various approaches to deal with this problem, and 

the present approach to handle this problem. 

The second chapter "Pronouns and Lexical Anaphors in Paficatantra" is a linguistic 

description of Sanskrit pronouns and anaphors available in the text. Their various kinds 

of forms and usage have been given. Pronouns and lexical anaphors have been classified 

and their compounding has also been discussed as per the given text. All this calisthenics 

helps in designing the algorithm for anaphora resolution. 

The third chapter "SARS Design: Issues and Challenges" talks about the difficulties in 

resolving the anaphor and antecedent pairing. Sanskrit, as we know, is a relatively free 

word order language, and it is only the inflectional material used in the language which 

serves as a reliance to give the indication of the role of a particular word, in whatever 

place it has been used in a given sentence. Pronouns are often compounded with 

nominals, and the resolution of such pronouns is another kind of problem. This will 

require first the splitting of compounds (which is very complex process) and then the 

POS tagging of the segmented components of the compounds. However, we have not 

handled these cases in this dissertation. Sanskrit uses the device of cataphora also, and 

this has also to be taken care of. The irregularity of punctuation marks is a unique 

problem of Sanskrit which is unfavourable for anaphora resolution. Moreover, the 

stylistic of writing Sanskrit texts, especially the use of double dm:u;la in verses and in 

headings is not good for the tasks such as tokenization and sentence identification. At the 

end of the chapter an algorithm is proposed to resolve anaphors and cataphors 

mechanically. 

"SARS Implementation" is the fourth chapter of this dissertation dealing with the 

designing of the system called SARS. It gives the detail of the implementation of the 
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system and the programming. The system architecture and design is explained with the 

sample code of JSP and Java. Finally, the implemented system's functioning is given 

with development information and screenshots. 

In the fifth chapter "Conclusion and Further Enhancement" is the conclusion part which 

takes on all the work done through the dissertation and gives conclusive remarks on 

them. It gives information about the potential application of the system, the limitation of 

the system and further research to enhance the capacity of the system. 
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Chapter 2 

Pronouns and Lexical Anaphors in Paiicatantra 

The word pronoun is made up of two morphemes, viz. pro (meaning 'on behalf of') and 

noun: hence, a pronoun is traditionally said to be a word used in place of a noun 

expression. Pronouns differ from nouns in that they have no intrinsic descriptive content, 

and so are functors. This chapter discusses the usage of pronouns and lexical anaphors in 

the Sanskrit text Pafzcatantra. All the data analyzed herein is taken from this text only. 

Many pronouns of Sanskrit have the ability to both stand alone as head of a noun phrase 

and to modify another noun phrase head. These properties will be discussed in passing 

throughout the chapter. 

2.1. Personal pronouns 

Sanskrit is a pronominally very rich language, and this is evident in the text of PT. All the 

personal pronouns encode the person and number of a referent. Persons are first 

(speaker), second (addressee) or third (person other than speaker or addressee, whether 

male or female). However, bhavan (masculine) and bhavatf (feminine) are addressees but 

are counted as third person and consequently, they take third person verb forms. As the 

present work is bound within the ambit of PT, I would be talking about pronouns 

available in this text only. The first and second person pronouns which have no 

distinction of gender have been sparsely used in the text, whereas the third person 

pronouns are available densely. The third person pronoun forms are also the forms of the 

demonstrative determiners. Like in Hindi/Urdu (Davison, 2000), they are part of a class 

of determiner pronouns which include relatives, interrogatives, and indefinites. All such 

pro-forms take syntactic antecedents. Their deictic usages are also possible. The third 

person pronouns encode the category of gender also along with person and number. 
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2.1.1. First Person Pronouns 

In Sanskrit first person pronouns inflect for all the cases except vocative. The following 

table contains all the available forms used in the text. The alternative forms of the ace., 

dat., and gen. cases are found in first and second person in the language. However, in the 

text only dative singular (me), genitive singular (me) and genitive plural (nab) are 

available for first person. The alternative forms are found in second person pronoun as 

well. 

Case/vibhakti Sin~ular Dual Plural 
Nominative a ham avam vayam 
Accusative mam XI as man 
Instrumental maya X asmiibhi~ 
Dative mahyam, me X X 

Ablative X X X -Genitive mama/me, avayo~ asmakam, nah 
asmadfya/madfya 

Locative mayi X X 

Vocative X X X 

Table 4: First Person Pronouns available in the text 

As is clear from the table, the use of dual forms of first person pronouns is very thin. 

Sanskrit pronominal morphology, as has been said earlier, is very rich. From the bases of 

the three personal pronouns, possessive adjectives are formed by means of fya. Such an 

adjective has the role of a genitive in the sentence and could be said the substitute of 

genitive forms in all the three personal pronouns. The first person possessive pronouns 

are asmadfya and madfya, which differ with respect to the number of the speakers. When 

speaker wants to refer himself only madfya form is used and when the speakers are more 

than one asmadfya is used. They agree with the case, gender and number features of the 

possessed noun-pronoun, as the adjectives do in Sanskrit. For instance, 

1 x = no form available for the slot in PT. However, in language they are available. This symbol has been 

used throughout this chapter for the same meaning. 
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(I) asmadlya-h 

DEM.PRX.M.SG.NOM lPOSS.PL-M.SG.NOM brother-M.SG.NOM 

'This is our brother.' <murkhapary9ita-katha, apkr> 

Herein, the demonstrative ayam and asmadfya are agreeing with the possessed noun 

bandhavab with its case, gender and number features. 

(2) asmadlya-m na hi tat par-e~am. 

REL.NEU.3SG lPOSS.PL-NEU.SG not DEF that.NEU.SG other-MAS.3PL.GEN 

'What is ours cannot be others.' <varyikputra- katha, mtsp> 

Herein, asmadiya is in neutral gender due to its agreement with the relative antecedent 
yat. 

(3) madlya-lz llilllKIS~},L vacya-b 

lPOSS.SG-M.SG greeting-M.SG communicable-M.SG lord-M.SG.GEN 

'Convey my greeting to Lord.' <cataka-kupjara-katha, mtbd> 

(4) yat karar:zam tena madlya-m 

REL.3SG.NEU reason 3SG.M.DST.INS lPOSS.SG-N.ACC as-present-N.ACC 

citta-m 
mind-N.ACC know.PSPL-N 

'For that reason, the state of my mind was understood by him.' 

<siq1hajambukaguha- katha, kky 
2.1.1.1. First Person Pronoun Compounding 

Pronoun compounding is a unique feature of Sanskrit. All kinds of pronouns undergo 

such word formations. In the first person compounding the roots asmat (used for to refer 

more than one), and mat (used for singular) do participate and are the first components of 

such compounds. In the process of compounding the final sound It/ of these roots is 
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assimilated to the following sound, thus creating an instance of regressive vmcmg 

assimilation. Interestingly, these forms convey the meaning of possessive adjective only. 

(5) adya asmat-sviimJ piflgalaka-h bhfta-h bhfta-pariviira-~ ca 

today lPOSS.PL-master Pingalaka-NOM scared-NOM scared-family-NOM and 

vartate 

IS 

'Today our master Pingalaka is scared and the same for his family.' 

<kTlotpativanara-katha, mtbd> 

(6) yat ete asmat-satrava~ an-upalabdha-asmat-vrttiinta-iih yatha 

REL.N these lPOSS.PL-enemies not-got-lPoss-story-M.PL as 

iiga-tam eva yii-nti, tatah maya na k!Jtcit 

come-PSPL emph go-PL.PRS then lSG.INS not anything 

kr-tam bhava-ti 

do-PSPL.NEU be-3SG.PRS 

'If these my enemies without knowing me, go as they came, then nothing was 

done by me.' <pipTlikabhujangam-katha, kkly> 

(7) avivekah asmad-bhiipate~ yat purf~a-utsarga-m iicar-an 

ignorance lPOSS.PL-king.sG.GEN that stool-excretion-Ace conduct-PRPL 

cirbhatf-bh~ar;am karoti. 

cucumber-eating do-3SG.PRS 

'It is our king's ignorance that he eats cucumber while toileting.' 

<dantilagorambhayol) kat11a, mtbd> 

(8) tat ekiintike mad-vij)liip-yam avadharayantu devapada~ 

then alone lPoss.sG-apprise-worthy listen sir 

'Then sir, please listen to my message alone.' <kTlotpativanara-katha, mtbd> 
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(9) atra ca mad-da-ttlim vrttim bhuJ1jan-anam pa~;t~it-anam 

here and 1POSS.SG-give-PSPL.F.ACC stipend.F.ACC consumer-PL.GEN pundit-PL.GEN 

pa)1ca-satf ti~t11a-ti. 

five-hundred sit-sG.PRS 

'There are five hundred pundits present who consume stipend given by me.' 

<kat11amuk11am, mtbd> 

(10) sannihital:z ca ayam papatma mat-pati-{1. 

present and this wicked 1ross.sG-husband-NoM 

'And this wicked husband of mine is present here only.' <diitijambiika~ad11 ab11 ilti

kat11a, mtbd> 

(11) na ca tvaya mad-art"am krpa karya 

not and you.INS 1ross.sG-for mercy do.GRN.F 

'There shouldn't be any mercy by you for me.' <pipllikab11ujaligam-kat11a, kkly> 

There is a lack of such compounding for the possessive adjective asmadlya in the text. 

However, in other Sanskrit texts there are occurrences where it is compounded with the 

possessed noun and its case, number and gender features are gone. Thus, its root form is 

allowed to compound with the possessed items and it remains the first component of such 

construction, like others in this list. The form madlya which is a singular variant of 

asmad"iya has been used in the text. 

(12) madlya-bhar-eiJa ati-sranta-~ tvam 
1POSS.SG-burden-M.SG.INS very-tired-M.SG you.NOM 

'You are very tired with my burden.' <bakakarkataka-kat11 a, mtbd> 
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2.1.2. Second Person Pronouns 

Like first person pronouns, second person pronouns also inflect for all cases except 

vocative. Morphologically, they are similar to first person pronouns. Like in the first 

person, the alternative forms of the accusative, dative, and genitive cases are found in 

second person as well in the language. However, in the text the alternative forms have 

been used in accusative plural (va/:1) and genitive singular (te) only. The following table 

contains all the second person pronoun forms used in the text: 

Case/vibhakti Singular Dual Plural 
Nominative tv am yuvam yay am 
Accusative tv am X vab 
Instrumental tvya yuvabhyam yU$mabhib 
Dative tubhyam X X 

Ablative X X X 

Genitive tava, te, tvadrya, X JU$makam 
tvadryasya, yu$madfyam 

Locative tvayi X X 

Vocative X X X 

Table 5: Second Person Pronouns available in the text 

The second person possessive pronouns are yu$madfya and tvadfya which are derived 

from the roots yu~mad and tvad respectively by means of fya.These possessive adjectives 

agree with the case, gender and number features of the possessed noun, as the first person 

possessive adjectives do. However, when yu$madfya and tvadfya are compounded with 

the possessed noun, their number, gender and case features are lost. The form yu$madfya 

has been used for plural and tvadfya for singular in the text. 

(13) param vayam vana-cara~ yusmadTya-m ca jalante grha-m. 

but we forest-dweller.M.PL 2POSS.PL-N.SG and water-inside home-N.SG 

'But, we stay in forest and your abode is in the water.' <prasUivana-katha, ldpr> 

(14) tat ratrau api tvadTya-m tyaktva 

then night\SG.LOC EMPH 2POSS.SG-M.SG.ACC monastery-M.SG.ACC leave.PSPL 
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anyatra mathe ya-syami. 

else_ where monastery\sG.LOC go-1sG.PRS 

'Even in night leaving your monastery, I will go to another one.' 

<hiraQyakatamracu9a-kat11a, mtsp> 

(15) na asti sa tvadfy-ii 

not is 3SG.DEF.F 2POSS.SG-F.SG.NOM scale.F.SG.NOM 

'That scale of yours is no more.' <lohatulavar;ikpura-katha, mtbd> 

2.1.2.1. Second Person Pronoun Compounding 

Like first person pronouns, the roots of second person pronoun also undergo for 

compounding. The root forms yu~mad and tvad are used in compound constructions for 

plural and singular respectively. Interestingly, these forms convey the meaning of 

possessive adjective. Like in the first person pronoun compounding, the voicing 

assimilation takes place here also. 

(16) yu~mad-darsana-miitra-anurakta-yii maya atma prada-tta~ ayam. 

2POSS.PL-appearance-only-infatuated-r.INS 1SG.INS self give-PSPL.M this 

'I got fascinated by seeing you only and have given myself to you.' <vaQikputra-

katha, mtsp> 

(17) tvad-varjam anyal;z b11arta manas-i api me na bhav-i$yati iti 

2POSS.SG-barring other husband mind-SG.LOC EMPH my not be-3SG.FUT QUOT 

'I can't have another husband even in my mind except you.' <VaQikputra-kat11a, 
mtsp> 

(18) kintu tvat-priirt1'anii-siddhy-art"yam sarasvati-vinodam kar-i$yami 

but 2Poss.sG-prayer-completion-for Saraswati-entertainment do-1sG.FUT 
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'But, for the completion of your prayer, I will be entertained with goddess 

Saraswati.' <kathamukham, mtbd> 

(19) aho gaja~ ayam yu~mat-kula-satru~ 

oh! elephant this 2POSS.PL-family-enemy 

'Oh! this elephant is your family enemy.' <sirp.hasrgalaputrayol) katha, ldpr> 

(20) sa~ priiha- "deva! sarrz.jfvaka yu~mat-piid-iiniim upari drohabuddhi iti... .. " 

he said -"Sir! Sanjeevaka 2POSS.PL-foot-PL.GEN on against QUOT 

'He said- "Sir! Sanjeevak is against you ...... ".' <sirp.hasasaka-katha, mtbd> 

The second person possessive pronouns yu$madfya and tvadfya also make compounds in 

the language, but in the text only tvadfya has been used in such construction, where it has 

lost its grammatical features of case, number and gender, as was the case with first person 

possessive pronouns. 

(21) yadyapi tvadTya-vacanam na karoti, tathapi svami 

though 2POSS.SG-word-N.SG.ACC not does, still master 

sva-do$a-nas-aya viicya~. 

self-fault -destuction-SG.DAT speakable 

'Though the master does not pay any heed to your words, still for the destruction 

of your own faults you should speak to him.' <dantilagorambhayol) katha, mtbd> 

2.1.3. Third Person Pronouns, Definites, Indefinites, Relatives and Interrogatives 

Third person pronouns have distinct forms for the categories of number, gender, and 

proximity, and they inflect for case. To express the honorific status of the referent their 

plural forms are used. They are also used as demonstratives and definites. They occur, 

sometimes, with determiners and pre-nominal adjectives as nouns do. The indefinite 

pronouns are formed by suffixing cit or can to the inflected forms of the interrogative 

pronouns, and after this suffixation they are considered avyayas (indeclinables) in the 
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traditional grammar. The definite and indefinite usage of pronouns is densely available in 

the text. The table below contains all such forms used in the text. 

(*x = no form available for the slot in PT) 

Case Sin~ular Dual Plural 
Nominative sah (3SG.M.DST), tat (3SG.N.DST), asau tau te (3PL.M.DST), ete 

(this.M), idam (this.PRX.N), ayam (3DU.M. (3PL.M.PRX), ye (REL.PL), 
(this.M), iyam (this.PRX.F), etat osr) sarve (all.3PLM) 
(this.N), bhavan (you.3sG.HON), anya~ 
(othr.M), eka~ (one.M), aparam 
(other.N), a.Se~a (all), ya~ (REL.M), yat 
(REL.N),ya (REL.F), ka~ (who.M), kim 
(what.N), ko'pi (some_body.M), k!Jlcit 
(some.N), krdrsr(how.F) 

Accusative svam (self.M), tam (3sG.M.osr), etad X etan (3PL.M.PRX ), tan 
(3SG.N.PRX), yam (REL.M), yat (REL.N), (3PL.M.osr), sarvan 
kam (which.3sG), enam (3sG.M.PRx) (aJJ.3PL.M) 

Instrumental tena (3SG.M.DST), taya (3SG.F.DST), yena X sarvai~ (all.3PL.M), 
(REL.3SG.M), anyena (other.3sG.M), kena bhavadbhi~ (you.3PL.M) 
(who.3sG.M), anena (3sG.M.PRX), 
atmana (seJf.3SG), ekatamena 
(one.3SG.M), taddvarel') (3SG.M.DST) 

Dative tasmai (3SG.M.DST) X X 
Ablative etasmat (3sG.M.PRx), tasmat X X 

(3SG.M.DST), kasmiit (who.3SG.M) 
Genitive tasya (3SG.M.DST), asya (3SG.M.PRX), tayo~ ete~am (3PL.M.PRX), 

yasya (REL.3SG.M), ekasya (one.3sG.M), (3DU.M. bhavatam (you.3PL.M), 
kasya (what.3SG.M) kasyacit (INDEF.M) DST) ye~iim (REL.3PL.M), 
bhavata~ (you.3sG.M) sarvesiim (all.3PL.M), 

te~iim (3PL.M.DST), 
eke~am (one.3PL.M), 
anye$iim (other.3PL.M) 

Locative tasmin (3SG.M.DST),yasmin (REL.3SG.M), X X 

asmin (3SG.M.PRX), etasmin (3SG.M.PRX), 
kasminscit (INDEF.3SG) 

Table 6: Third Person Pronouns, Relatives, Definites, Indefinites and Interrogatives in the 

text 

The third person pronouns are also used as determiners. They are part of a class of 

determiner pronouns which includes relatives, interrogatives, demonstratives, definites 
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and indefinites. All of them take syntactic antecedents. Deictic usages are also possible. 

Apart from this, like Hindi, a lot of adverbial pronouns are also found in the text, such as 

atra 'here', tatra 'there', ita~ 'from here', anyatra 'some where else', iha 'here'. The 

third person possessive pronoun tad'iya has been used in compounds only in the text (see 

2.1.3.5). 

2.1.3.1. Dejinites 

In the example below the third person pronoun sab has been used as definite determiner 

before second person genitive. 

(22) sa~ te miitula-~ api na iiyata~ ? 
3SG.DEF.M.NOM 2SG.GEN maternal_uncle-M.NOM EMPH not came 

'Even your uncle didn't come?' <bakakarkataka-katha, mtbd> 

In the following sentence the root of the distal third person pronoun tad has been 

compounded with the proximal third person pronoun form etiin. In its stand alone form it 

would have been tan. It serves here merely the purpose of definiteness. 

(23) tad- etiin pa5yata~ me mahat api riijyam na saukhyam avahati. 

DEF- 3PL.M.PRX see.prpl.m lsG.DAT huge EMPH kingdom not pleasure brings 

'Seeing these (children), even this huge kindom does not bring me any 

happiness.' <kat"amukham, mtbd> 

2.1.3.2. Indefinites 
In Sanskrit, as I have stated earlier, the interrogative pronouns suffixed with cit or can 

make indefinites. In the following sentence kascit is a compound of kab (who.M.SG.NOM) 

and cit. This kascit has been used to denote the indefiniteness of a proper noun, namely, 

Gomayu, a jackal. .. 
(24) kascit gomayu~ 

INDEF Gomayu.M.NOM named jackal hungry 
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paribhraman vane sainya-dwaya-sarrzgrama-bhumi-m apo.Syat. 

wandering forest.LOc army-couple-battle-field.F-ACC see\rsr.3sG 

'A hungry jackal named Gomayu wandering hither and thither saw a battle field 

of two armies in a forest.' <srgaladundubhi-katha, mtbd> 

In the following example kascit has been used as an indefinite determiner to express the 

indefiniteness of the village in the sentence. 

(25) atha evam gacchan sayarrztana-samay-e kascit grama-m asasada. 

afterwards thus wandering evening-time-sG.LOC INDEF village-Ace got 

'In this way, wandering in the evening, he got some villag{' 

<diitijambuka~ad"ab"Gti-kat"a, mtbd> 

The following is an instance of instrumental use of the indefinite pronoun. 

(26) tatah ca aham agacchan antarale mahat-a kenacit 

afterwards and lSG.NOM coming meanwhile huge-SG.INS INDEF.SG.INS 

apar-el)a sirrzh-ena k$iti-vivar-at nirgatya abhihitah ...... 

other-SG.INS Jion-SG.M.INS earth-hoJe-SG.ABL came out teJl.PSPL.SG.M 

'After this, while coming, I was told by some other big lion that came out of a 

hole of the earth .............. ' <sirphasasaka-kat"a, mtbd> 

The indefinite determiner could be preceded by the noun of the determiner phrase. In the 

next sentence the indefinite determiner kij1cit has been preceded by the noun siistram: 

(27) tat sarrrk$epamatram sastra-m ki)lcit ete~am 

then brief-only discipJine-SG.N.ACC INDEF.SG.ACC 3PL.PRX.GEN 

prabodhana-artham cintyatam iti. 

awakening-for think_of QUOT 

'Then, think of some brief discipline for awakening of these children.' 

<kat"amuk"am, mtbd> 
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2.1.3.3. Relative Pronouns 
Following are some of the examples of relative pronouns: 

(28) yaiJ na atmana na ca parer:za ca bandhuvarg-e 

REL.3SG.M.NOM not self.INS not and other.SG.M.INS and brethren.LOC 

dine dayam na kumte na ca bhrtya-varg-e. 

poor.Loc compassion.F.ACC not does not and servant-group-we 

kim tasya jivita-phalam hi manu$Ja-lok-e 
what 3sG.DST.GEN life-fruit EXPL human-world-we 

kaka~ api jfvati ciram ca bali-m ca bhurikte. 
crow.M.NOM also lives long and offering-Ace and eats 

'What is the usefulness of the Hfe of the person for this world who does not help 

by his own or by others to his fellow people, the poor and servants? A crow also 

lives long and eats offerings.' < kilotpati-vanarakatha, mtbd> 

(29) ye ca prahu~ du~-atmana~ du~-aradhya~ 

REL.3PL.M.NOM and say.PLPRS bad-souls difficult-worshipable.PL kings 

pramada-alasya-ja~yani khyapitani nijani tai~ 

carelessness-laziness-foolishness.N.PL report.PSPLN.PL self.N.PL 3PL.M.DST.JNS 

'The people who say kings are wicked, and difficult to be pleased; carelessness, 

laziness, and foolishness are advertised by them only.' <kilotpati-vanarakatha, 

mtbd> 

2.1.3.4. Interrogative Pronouns 
In the text kim, kal;, and kasya interrogative pronouns have been used. 

(30) kim tena jatu jatena matu~ 

what.SG.N 3SG.M.DST.INS EXPL production.JNS mother.SG.GEN 

yauvana-hari-r:za? arohati na ya~ svasya 
youth-depriver-SG.M.INS climb.3SG.PRS not REL.3SG.NOM self.SG.M.GEN 
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(31) 

val?lsa-sya agre dhvajal;l yatha. 

lineage-SG.M.GEN before flag as 

'What is the use of the birth of a son, the destroyer of his mother's youth, who • 
does not rise up to his family like a flag?' <kTlotpati-vanarakat11a, mtbd> 

ka{1 arthan prapya na garvital;l vi~ayir:zal;l 

who.M.SG.NOM wealth.PL.M.ACC get.pspl not proud sensualist.GEN 

kasya apadal;l as tam gatal;l. 

who.SG.M.GEN calamities end.Acc go.PSPL.PL 

strf-bhil;l ka-sya na khar:z~itam bhuvi manal;l ka{t nama 

woman-PL.INS who-M.SG.GEN not broken world.LOC heart who.M.SG.NOM EXPL 

ra.iJ!am priyal;l. 

king.PL.GEN dear 

ka{t kala-sya na gocara-antaragata-1;1 ka~ arthf gatal;l 

who.SG.NOM time.SG.GEN not visible-subjected-SG.M who.SG beggar go.PSPL-SG 

gauravam 

glory-Ace 

ka{t va duTjana-vagura-su patital;l ~emer:za yatal;l puman. 

who.sG.NOM or wicked-coaxing-PL.LOC fallen peacefully go.PSPL.M man 

'Who does not become proud after getting wealth? Which sensualist's calamities 

are over? In this world whose heart was not broken by women? Who is dear to 

kings? Who is not visible to time? Which beggar did acquire glory? Which man 

did pass through peacefully the coaxing of wicked people?' <dantilagoramb 11ayob 

kat11a, mtbd> 

2.1.3.5. Third Person Pronoun Compounding 

The compounding of third person possessive pronoun with nominals is available in the 

text. The root of the third person pronoun has not been used in the compound 

constructions in the text. The base forms of the possessive adjectives tadlya and 

b"avadlya have been used in compound constructions as was the case with first and 

second person possessive adjectives. As I have said earlier, the stand alone usages of 
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tadfya are not available in the text, and the same case is with bhavadfya. Here are some 

examples: 

(32) matta-ibha-kumbha-parir:zahini kunkum-ardr-e tasya~ payodhara-yug-e 

wild-elephant -cheek -having crocus-wet -LOC her breast -dual-LOc 

rati-kheda-khinna~. 

sex-languor-exausted 

va~a~ nidhaya bhuja-paJijara-madhyavartf svapsye kada ~ar:zam 

chest put.PSPL arm-skeleton-between sleep.lsG.FUT when moment 

avapya tadfya•sangam. 

gain.GRN 3POSS.SG-company 

'When will I, exhausted from sex, sleep in her lap putting my chest on her breasts 

which are like wild elephant's cheek and wet from the liquid of crocus?' 

<vi~Quriipadhrkkaulika-katha, mtbd> 

(33) api ca ayam tai~ viprakrta~ asmakam eva pu~ta-ye 

EXPL and this 3SG.DST.PL. INS offended lPLGEN EMPH growth-DAT 

bhavi~yati, tadfya-rand'ra-darsan-iiya ca, iti aneka-karar:z-ena ayam 
be.3SG.FUT 3POSS.SG-defect-show-SG.DAT and QUOT many-reason-SG.INS this 

a-vadhya~ iti 
not-killable QUOT 

'And this offended by them would be useful for us only as he will tell us their 

weaknesses. For many such reasons this is not killable.' <cauravrdhavaQik-kat11a, 
kkly> 

(34) bhavadfya-siihas-ena aham tu~ta~. 

3POSS.SG-courage-SG.INS lSG.NOM satisfied 

'I am satisfied with your courage.' <mandabhagyasomilaka-katha, mtsp> 
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2.1.4. Conjunctions Homophonous with Pronouns/Demonstratives 

Many pronominal forms are homophonous with conjunctions. Among them tasmiit, tat, 

yat, and yena have been mainly used. These words serve as linkers and they join the 

previous sentence to the current sentence. Their word order is also fixed as they occur at 

the end of the preceding sentence and beginning of the following sentence. As the table 

of third person pronouns shows, these forms are used to refer to some person(s) also. 

Here, I will give some examples to show how they have been used. 

(35) ya puna~ tri-stan! kanya ya-ti locana-gocaram. 

REL.F again three-breast_ with daughter go-3sG.FRS eye-visible 

pitara-m nasa-yati eva sa drutam, na atra sarrzsaya~. 

father.ACC destroy-3sG.PRS EMPH she quickly not here doubt 

tasmiit asya~ darsanam pariharatu deva~. 

so 3SG.PROX.F.GEN appearance remove.IMP.3SG lord 

'And, the daughter with three breasts when passes through the eyes of her father, 

definitely, destroys him quickly and there is no doubt in it. So, Lord, remove its 

appearance.' <andhakakubjakatristanT-katha, apkr> 

Herein tasmat is functioning like a linker and links the preceding verse with the following 

sentence: 

(36) kaulikab aha- " bhob! kim aham karomi daru-siimagrf-m vinii me 
Kaulika said hey! what I do.lSG woods-apparatus-Ace without my 

kutumbam bubhuk~aya pf~yate tasmlit anyatra sfghram gamyatiim." 
family hunger.JNS suffers so elsewhere soon go 

'Kaulika said-" Hey, what to do, without woods my family suffers from hunger, 

so please go somewhere else hurriedly".' <mant11arakaulika-kat11a, apkr> 

In the following sentence tasmiit and yena both has been used to join sentences. 
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(37) mat-pr~tha-gata~ tila-matram api cali-tum na sakno-ti 
lPOSS.SG-back-go.PSPL sesame-quantity EMPH go-GRN not can-3SG.PRS 

tasmiit katha-yami asya nija-abhiprayam yena abhf~ta-devata-

so · say-lsG.PRS 3SG.PRX.GEN self-intention.Acc so_that dear-god-

smarar;tam karoti. 
remembrance does 

'(this monkey) seated on my back cannot move even for an inch, so, I say my 

intention to him, so that he prays his desired god.' <prasHivana-katha, ldpr> 

(38) tat enam maya-vacan-ai~ visvas-ya aham chatra-tam 
then 3SG.PRX.ACC false-word.PL.INS convince-GRN lSG.NOM student-ness.Acc 

vrajami yena sa~ viSvas-ta~ kadacit mama hastagata~ bhavi~ati. 

go.lsG.PRS so_that he convince-PSPL perhaps lsG.GEN hand-came be.FUT.3SG 

'Then, convincing him by false words, I become his disciple, so that he would be 

convinced, perhaps, will be in my hands.' <diitijambiika~adhabhfiti-katha, mtbd> 

(39) tat yatha anusniyate asti da~ir;tatye janapade mahilaropyam nam 
then as hear.PRS.PASS is southern.Loc district.LOc Mahilaropya named 

nagar am. 
city 

'Then, as it is heard, there is a city named Mahilaropya in sou them district.' 

<kathamukham, mtbd> 

(40) tat sa111~epamatram sastram k!Jtcit ete~iim prabodhana-artham cintyatam 
then brief-only discipline some 3sG.PL.GEN awakening-for think 

iti. 

QUOT 

'Then, think of some brief discipline for awakening these children.' 

<kathamukham, mtbd> 
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( 41) yat prabhiite api vitte arthopaya~ cintanfya~1 kartavya};I ca iti 

that enormous EMPH wealth.wc wealth-means thinkable.PL doable.PL and QUOT 

' ..... that, even after having a lot of money, the solutions for earning money is 

thinkable and doable.' <prastavanakatha, mtbd> 

2.2. Lexical Anaphors 

The Sanskrit language is enormously rich in its vocabulary and other linguistic devices 

that make this language highly suitable for any kind of communicative purpose. In terms 

of lexical anaphors also it is rich. Though some of the Indo-Aryan languages, like 

Marathi, Gujarati and Sinhala, h.~~~-~~l-~~~ also along with nominal ones -------··· - . . ..-. . ........ -- . 
(Subbarao, ms.), Sanskrit has only the nominal form of the anaphors: reflexives and 

reciprocals. The reflexive pronouns, like any nominal, inflect for case (barring svayam). 

The possessive reflexives, which could be more appropriately baptized as 'reflexive 

possessive adjectives', even inflect for number and gender also. The reciprocals, 

however, are stagnant forms and do not inflect for any grammatical feature. The 

reflexives and reciprocals are also used in compounds. 

2.2.1. Reflexives 

The reflexives found in the text are invariant for person feature, in other words, S.anskrit 

reflexives do not encode person featur~ They are found invariably in all persons. The 

reflexive pronouns found in PT could be classified in four categories: 

2.2.1.1. Bare Reflexives 

In the text I found iitman as the only proper reflexive pronoun. Like personal pronouns, it 

takes case suffixes, but it is invariant for gender and person features. In contrast to 

personal pronouns, referent number is not a coded feature of the reflexive iitman (barring 

its genitive forms). However, its genitive forms behave like possessive reflexives and 

agree with the number of the antecedent (see under possessive reflexives), but unlike 

other possessive reflexives, they do not vary for gender agreement with the possessed 
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item. The following table contains all the morpho-syntactic variants of iitman available in 

the text. 

Case/vibhakti Sin2ular Dual Plural 
Nominative atma X X 

Accusative atmanam X X 

Instrumental atmana X X 

Dative X X X 

Ablative X X X 

Genitive atmana~* X atmanam* 
Locative atmani X X 

Vocative X X X 

Table 7: Casal inflections of atman used in the text 

* The genitive inflections of atman are naturally used as possessive reflexives, but the 

difference between these forms and other possessive reflexive is that the genitive variants 

of atman do not encode gender feature, while others do so. The examples are given in the 

section 2.2.1.3.6. 

In Sanskrit the reflexives and the modifiers of their antecedent can occur adjacent to each 

other and they agree with each other. This is exemplified in the sentence below where 

iitmiinam is agreeing with the modifier aratnam. This is unique feature of Sanskrit 

reflexives. (Here and throughout the chapter anaphors/cataphors and their antecedents are 

indicated by boldface, and also if there is an agreement between anaphor and some other 

element, it is denoted by underline.) 

( 42) tata~ aham parvam eva iitmiina-m aratna-m samarpya 

then lsG.NOM before EMPH self-Ace jewellery_less-ACC surrender.GRN 

etiin YnU]1Ciimi. 

these.M.3PL.ACC release.lSG.PRS 

'Then, I being without any jewellary, hereby, dedicate myself and get these 

people released.' <caurabdihmrya-katha, mtbd> 
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Ur71) 
The following sentence is an exampl~exive used in singular number to refer 

/ 
multiple antecedents. Speijer (1886 also observes the same, "It (atman) is always a 

masculine and a singular, even when referring to a plural or a not-masculine." ------~-------- ...... ~---.. ·---.. ' .-· .. .. ~--~ 

(43) atha tasmin vyadh-e diirataram gat-e sarve api te 

afterwards 3SG.M.LOC hunter-we farther go.PSPL-LOC all EMPH those 

kiika-kiirma-mrga- mt1:jak-iiiJ param-iinanda-bhiija~ parasparam 
crow- turtle-deer-rat-M.PL superior-pleasure-receiver.M.PL REC 

iilirig-ya puna~jiitam iva iitnu'inam manyamiinii~ tat-eva sara~ 

hug-GRN again born as_if REF.SG.ACC assuming.PL that-EMPH pond 

sampriip-ya mahii-sukh-ena subh(4ita-kathii-go~thf-vinod-ena 

obtain-GRN great-p leasure-SG.INS maxim -story-seminar-amusement -SG.INS 

kalam nay-anti sma. 
time.ACC lead-PL.PRS PST 

'Afetrwards, the hunter being gone far off, all those crows, turtles, deer, and rats 

embraced each other with pleasure and assuming themselves as resurrected, 

having reached to that pond, spent time by maxims, stories, and meetings with 

great pleasure.' <vr~abhanugasrgala-katha, mtsp> 

In the sentence below the O.tman reflexive has been used as an accusative case marked 

and as instrumental case marked separately in one sentence and they are co-referential. 

( 44) na saknomi iitmiinam api iitmanii vo~1'um kim puna~ enam 

not can.lSG.PRS self.ACC EMPH self.INS bear.GRN what again 3SG.PRX.ACC 

parigum. 
lame_person 

'I cannot bear even myself, what to do with this lame person?' 

<brahmaoadampatyoJ:I katha, ldpr> 
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The atman reflexive could be coreferential with a relative pronoun also. In the example 

below atman in instrumental case is coreferential with ya}:z (REL.NOM). 

(45) ya~ na iitmanii na ca pareJ:Ia ca bandhu-varg-e 
REL.SG.M.NOM not self.INS not and other.sG.INS and brother-group-we 

drn-e daya-m na kurute na ca bhrtya-varg-e 
poor-LOc compassion-Ace not do.3SG.PASS.PRS not and servant-group-we 

kim tasya jlvita-phalam hi manu~ya-lok-e 

what 3SG.M.GEN life-fruit EXPL human-world-LOC 

kaka-l:z api jfvati ciram ca bali-m ca bhunkte 
crow-sG.NOM also lives long and offering-Ace and eat.3SG.PASS.PRS 

'What is the usefulness of the life of the person for this world who does not help 

by himself or by others to his fellow people, the poor and servants? A crow also 

lives long and eats offerings.' <k.Tlotpati-vanarakatha, mtbd> 

Following is an example of locative use of iitman; it is to be noted that it is in 

singular form and co-referential with iipa}:z (water.PL). 

(46) dul:z-aradhy-al:z sriyal:z rajrl-am du1;z-ap-a1;z 
difficult-please-PL wealth_goddess.PL king-PLGEN difficult-achieve-PL 

dul:z-parigrah-al:z ti~th-anti iipa~ iva adhar-e ciram 
difficult-protect.PL sit-3PL.PRS water.PL like base.Loc long_time 

iitman-i sal'!lsthital:z. 
self-SG.LOC placed.PL 

'The goddess of wealth of kings cannot be pleased, achieved and protected easily. 

She stands like water based in its own base.' <kTlotpati-vanarakatha, mtbd> 

The word atman is used in the meaning of soul also and inflects for cases: 

(47) yal:z karoti nara-l:z papa-m na tasya iitmii dhruvam priya}:t 
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REL.SG.NOM does man-SG.NOM sin-ACC not 3SG.M.GEN soul DEF dear 

iitman-ii hi kr-tam papam iitman-ii eva hi bhujyate 

soul-INS DEF do-PSPL sin soul-INS EMPH DEF eat.3SG.PASS.PRS 

'This is firmed that the person who does sins, he does not love his own soul, 

because the sins done by soul - self are experienced by soul - self only.' 

<kapotalubdhaka-katha, kkly> 

(48) athava iitmii sam-adi-bhi~ upay-ai~ abhira~wlfya~ 

or soul kind_ words etc.-PL.INS means-PL.INS protectable 

'Or self- soul is protectable by means of kind words, etc.'< cataka-kujljara-

katha, mtbd> 

(49) yu~mat-darsana-matra-anurakta-ya maya iitmii prada-tta~ ayam 

Z.POSS.PL-appearance-only-infatuated-sG.F.INS lsG.INS self give-PSPL this 

'I got fascinated by seeing you only and have given myself to you.' <val)ikputra-

kat11a, mtsp> 

2.2.1.2. Intensive Reflexives 

Unlike other reflexive pronouns, the intensive reflexive pronouns svayam and svayameva 

are morphologically invariant and refer to the subject of the sentence. Intensive reflexives 

are like emphatic markers, and that's why they are called emphatic reflexives as well. In 

the text, two such reflexives are available: svayam and svayam-eva. The reflexive 

svayam-eva is semantically more emphatic; eva itself is an emphatic in the language. 

Otherwise svayam and svayam-eva are the same. Both of them do not occupy an 

argument position in a sentence but serve merely as emphatic. In contrast to personal 

pronouns, referent number is not a coded feature of Sanskrit intensive reflexive pronouns. 

This type of reflexive too is used in compounds (see 2.2.1.4.6). 

(so) vi~a-vr~a~ api sa1Jlvqrdh-ya svayam chettum asampratam. 
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poison-tree EMPH grow-GRN self cut.INF improper 

'It is improper even to cut the poison tree by self which you have grown up.' 

<sirpha-sasaka-katha, mtbd> 

(51) bhrty-ai~ vina svayam riijii loka-anugraha-karibhi~ 

servant.PL.INS without self king people-welfare-doer.PL.INS 

mayukh-aih iva dfpta1?15ub tejasvf api na sobha-te 

ray-PL.INS like sun brilliant EMPH not suit-3SG.PRS.PASS 

'As without rays the brilliant sun does not look beautiful, so is a king himself 

without servants who serve people.' <kTlotpati-vanarakatha, mtbd> 

svayam could be used to modify a past participle also. In the following example svayam 

is modifying the past participle agatam: 

(52) muhartam api an-atmfyam bhok-tum na labh-yate. svayam 

moment EMPH not-selfs eat.INF not attain-3SG.PRS.PASS self 

aga-tam api vidhi-na apahri-yate. 
come-PSPL EMPH fate-SG.INS abduct-3SG.PRS.PASS 

'You can't have it even for a moment if it is not yours. If it has come to you itself, 

it will be taken away by fate.' <varyikputra-katha, mtsp> 

From (53) to (56) are examples given for svayam-eva which is, as has been said already, 

semantically more emphatic. In the language eva is used as emphatic marker. As svayam 

is itself an emphatic marker, so, the addition of eva just intensifies its meaning. Thus eva 

serves as an intensifier when compounded with svayam. 

(53) saiJ ca tam parilJtaya samfpa-m gatva svayam-eva kautukat 

3SG.NOM and 3SG.ACC know.GRN near-ACC go.GRN self-EMPH curiosity.ABL 

ata~ayat. 

beat.3SG.PST 
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'After knowing well the drum he went nearer and himself beaten it up 

curiously.' <srgala-dundubhi-katha, mtbd> 

(54) tat katham svayam-eva vyapada-yami? 

then how self-EMPH kil!-lSG.PRS 

'Then, how I kill?' <sirpha-sasaka-kat11a, mtbd> 

(55) prakatf-krtam tvayii svayam-eva atmana~ du~tatvam kautilyam ca. 

reveal-PSPL 2SG.INS self-EMPH self.GEN wickedness crookedness and 

'Your wickedness and crookedness have been revealed by yourself only.' 

<bakanakula-katha, mtbd> 

(56) tat yadi sa~1 svayam-eva atmiinam vad11-iiya niyoja-yati tadii 

then if 3SG.NOM self-EMPH self.ACC killing-OAT put-3SG.PRS then 

vadh-ya~. 

kill-GRN 

'Then, if he presents himself for killing then he should be killed.' 

<u~trakakadikatha, mtbd> 

2.2.1.3. Possessive Reflexives 

sva, svfya, svaka, svak(ya, atmfya, and nija are possessive reflexives and are inflected for 

case, number and gender features. All of these possessive reflexives are semantically 

identical and mutually interchangeable. They are used more like an adjective and 

generally precede the modified element. The genitive forms of atman also behave like 

possessive reflexive but they do not agree with the possessed item in gender. Below, the 

table is accommodated with the possessive reflexive forms used in the text. 
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Case/vibhakti Singular Dual Plural 
Nominative X X nya~ 
Accusative svam, nijam, svakam, X nijani 

svakfyam, atmfyam, 
anatmfyam 

INSumental X X svai~ 
Dative X X 

Ablative X X 

Genitive svasya, atmana~ X atmanam 
Locative X X sve~u 

Vocative X X X 

Table 8: Possessive reflexives available in the text 

2.2.1.3.1. sva 
Though sva itself is a possessive reflexive, but still inflects for genitive along with other 

cases, as is clear from the following examples: 

(57) kim tena jatu jatena 

what.SG.N 3SG.M.DST.!NS EXPL production.INS mother.SG.GEN 

yauvana-hari-f:ta? arohati na ya~ svasya 

youth-depriver-SG.M.INS climb.3SG.PRS not REL.3SG.NOM self.SG.M.GEN 

vaqzsa-sya agre dhvaja~ yatha. 

lineage-sG.M.GEN before flag as 

'What is the use of the birth of a son, the destroyer of his mother's youth, who 

does not rise up to his family like a flag?' <kilotpati-vanarakatha, mtbd> 

In the example above yab and svasya are co-referential and svasya is modifying 

the noun varrzsasya as is clear from their agreement. In the following instance 

svam, the accusative form of sva, modifies durgam and co-refers with 

caurasifTihab: 
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(58) tvam dr~-tva diirata~ api caura-si1Jtha-{z pravi~-ta~ ~ 

2sg.acc see-GRN distantly EMPH thief-Jion-SG.NOM enter-PSPL self.M.SG.ACC 

durgam. 

fort.SG.ACC 

'Seeing you distantly, the thief lion entered in his fort.' <siJTlha-sasaka-kat 11a, 
mtbd> 

(59) sriiy-ate hi kapot-ena satru~ sarar:zam aga-ta~ 

hear-3SG.PRS.PASS EXPL pigeon-SG.INS enemy shelter come-PSPL 

piiji-ta~ ca yatha-nyayam ~ ca miirps-aib nimantri-ta~ 

worship-PSPL and as-justice seJf-M.PL.INS and flesh-M.PL.INS invite-PSPL 

'It is heard that the enemy in the shelter of a pigeon was worshiped properly and 

served by his own (pigeon's) flesh.' <haimahaJTlsa-kat11a, kkly> 

(60) sasak-iiiJ ca tat din-at arabh-ya sa-parivara~ sukh-ena 

rabit-PL.NOM and that day-sG.ABL start-GRN with-family pleasure-SG.INS 

seJf-N.PL.LOC pJace.N.PL.LOC sit-3PL.PRS PST 

'Since that day, the rabbits were started living happily in their places.' <sasaka-

gajayuthapa-katha, kkly> 

sva is synonymous with the word relative. In the following sentence it has been used for 

close relatives: 

(61) daurgatyam dehin-am du~kham apamO.nakaram varam 
poverty peopJe-PL.GEN pain insult-doer great 

yen a sv-aiiJ api man-yante jfvanta~ a pi mrta~ iva 
COMP seJf-M.PL.INS EMPH assume-3PL.PRS Jive-PRPL.PL EMPH dead like 
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'Poverty of people is greatly painful and insulting. Even own relatives consider 

them as dead when they are alive.' <sabarasukara-katha, mtsp> 

2.2.1.3.2. svakam 

svakam is a variant of svam, but the -ka element does not serve any purpose here. sva and 

svakam are semantically same. In Sanskrit morphology -ka is a suffix which is sometimes 

\j. attached to some lexemes, but remains Seipanticallt vac~o.us, as the meaning of the 

1' resultant word is the §.!!111~· In the following sentence svakam has been used as the 

modifier of putram, and its antecedent is yo~itam: 

(62) iistiim-tiivat kim any-ena dauriitmy-ena iha yo$it-iim 

let_it_be what other-SG.INS wick~dness.SG.INS here women-PL.GEN 

vidhr-tam sva-udare~a api ghnanti putram svakam 

bear-F.PSPL seJf-stomach.INS EMPH kill.3PL.PRS son.M.SG.ACC self.M.SG.ACC 

anger.INS 

'Let this be aside, why talk of any other wickedness of women? They kill, through 

anger, even the child of their womb.' <ldimaturadhanavana-katha, ldpr> 

2.2.1.3.3. svakJya 

(63) tatha an~th-ite devasarmii api vitta-niiSa-samudbhuta-soka-rahita-~ 

same happen-PSPL.LOC Devasharma.NOM too wealth-loss-caused-agony-less-NOM 

puna~ api svakTya-m mathayatana:m jagiima. 

again emph self-N.SG.ACC monastery-N.SG.ACC reach.PsT 

'After this happenning, Devasharma having forgotten his agony out of the loss of 

wealth, returned to his own place.' <dtitijambiika~a9habhfiti-katha, mtbd> 

(64) tat tvam ulaka-yoni-ga-tal:t api svakTyiim 

then you owl-species-go-PSPL EMPH self.F.SG.ACC 

eva vayasa-yonim bahu manya-se. 

only crow-species.F.SG.ACC very consider-2SG.PRS 
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'Then, even after going in the owl's species, you consider your own species of 

crow greater.' <rathakaravadhu-katha, kkly> 

In the text there is no example for the independent use of sviya to quote here. This has 

been only used as a compound reflexive, so that use would be given in the next section. 

2.2.1.3.4. iitmfya 

(65) param aham nad-yam snana-artham gam-i~yami tat tvam 

CON] lSG.NOM river-SG.F.LOC bath-for go-lSG.FUT then 2SG.NOM 

iitmfyam en am d1'anadevanamana-m maya 

self.M.SG.ACC child.M.SG.ACC 3sG.ACC.PRX Dhanadeva-named-SG.ACC lSG.INS 

saha sniina-upakarar:za-hasta-m pre~aya iti. 

with bath-apparatus-hand-M.SG.ACC send.2SG.IMP QUOT 

'I will go to take bath in river, so you send your child namely Dhanadeva along 

with bathing stuff with me.' <lohatula-val)ikputrakatha, mtbd> 

This iitmiya possessive reflexive may have negative form as well. There is one such use 

in the text. In such usage the common negative prefix un- is prefixed. 

(66) muhurtam api an-iitmfyam bhoktum na labh-yate 
moment EMPH not-self-N.SG.NOM eat.INF not attain-3SG.PRS.PASS 

'You can't have it even for a moment if it is not yours.' <Val)ikputra-katha, mtsp> 

2.2.1.3.5. nija 

(67) yat-artham bhratar-ab putr-ab api vcyzch-anti ye 
which-for brother-M.PL.NOM son-M.PL.NOM EMPH wish-3PL.PRS REL.3PL 

nijiih vadham rajya-kr-tam rajJI-am tat rajyam 
self.M.PL.NOM killing state-do-PSPL.PL.GEN king-PL.GEN that state.N.SG.ACC 

durata~ tyajet. 
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distantly renounce 

'The kingdom for which own brothers and sons want to kill the king, one should 

renounce that kingdom distantly.' <mantharakaulika-katha, apkr> 

The sentence below demonstrates the agreement of neuter, plural adjective and nija. 

(68) ye ca priihu~ du~-iitmiina~ du~-iiradhy-ii~ 

REL.PL.NOM and say.PL.PRS bad-souls difficult-worshipable-NOM.PL 

mahfbhuja~ pramada-alasya-jaJy-ani khyapit -ani 
kings carelessness-laziness-foolishness-N.PL report.PSPL-N.PL 

nijani tai~ 

self.N.PL 3SG.PL.INS 

'The people who say kings are wicked, and difficult to be pleased; carelessness, 

laziness, and foolishness are advertised by them only.' <kTlotpati-vanarakatha, 

mtbd> 

(69) tat adya enam bhaya-akulam prapya sva-budhi-prabhav-e!J 
then today this fear-perturbed received self-wisdom-impact-INS 

ni~-bhayam kr-tva va5fkrtya ca nij-lim sacivya-padavf-m 
without-fear do-GRN controlled and self-r.sG.ACC secretary-post.F-SG.ACC 

sama-asaday-i~ami. 

well-attain-lSG.FUT 

'Then, today getting this scared, making him fearless by the influence of my 

intelligence, and making him enslave, I will attain my secretary post.' <kilotpati-

vanarakatha, mtbd> 

2.2.1.3.6. litman as a Possessive Reflexive 

As has been said earlier, the genitive inflections of iitman behave like possessive 

reflexives, but they do not agree with the possessed item. Here are some examples: 
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(70) yogya-/:1 a yam drs-yate tat katha-yami etasya 

(71) 

worthy-SG.NOM 3SG.M.PRX.NOM look-3SG.PRS then say-lsG.PRS 3SG.M.PRX.GEN 

agre iitman-a~ abhipraya-m. 

before self-sG.GEN intention-sG.ACC 

'This seems to be a worthy person so I will say my intention to him.' < kTlotpati-

vanarakatha, mtbd> 

a-vidi-tva iitman-a~1 saktim para-sya ca samutsuka-l;l. 

not-know.GRN self-SG.GEN power.F.SG.ACC other-SG.GEN and curious-sG.NOM 

gacch-an abhimukha}:! na5a-m ya-ti vahn-au patariga-vat. 

go-PRPL.SG towards destruction-Ace go-3sG.PRS fire-SG.LOC insect -like 

'Without knowing enemy's and selfs power, if a person curiously goes to hattie 

field, faces destruction like an insect in fire.' <sirpha-sasaka-katha, mtbd> 

(72) tat anvi~-yatam yatha asmat vyasan-at iitman-iim su-nirmukti}:!. 

then search-IMP so_that 3SG.PRX.ABL addiction-ABL self-PL.GEN well-salvation 

'Then search first, so that we can get rid of this addiction.' <Sasaka-gajayuthapa-

katha, kkly> 

2.2.1.4. Compound Reflexives 

All the possessive reflexives, like atma, nija, sva, svakfya, sviya, (atmiya in compound is 

not available in the text) and the intensive reflexive svayam are compounded with nouns 

or participles. These reflexives in their root form are compounded with the possessed 

noun/participle and constitute the first component of such compounds. 

2.2.1.4.1. iitma 

Following is an example for the compounding of reflexive atman with the noun vedana. 

In the construction atman is without any casal inflection and is placed in the first 

component of it. The noun vedana is in accusative case. 
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(73) vayasya yadi evam tat sm-~m me rahasyam yena 

friend, if thus then listen-2SG.IMP lSG.GEN secret.ACC REL.3SG.INS 

sarv-am iitma-vedan-iim te vad-iimi. 
all-SG.F.ACC self-agony-SG.F.ACC you.DAT tell-1 SG.PRS 

'Friend, if this is so, then, you listen to my secret by which I tell you all the agony 

of mine.' <vi~Qurilpadhrkkaulika-katha, mtbd> 

In the sentence below atman is compounded with a past participle. 

(74) bho~ mitral viirdhakabhiiv-e kim tvam iitma-vice~t-itam smar-i$yasi? 
Oh friend old_age-LOC what 2sG.NOM self-do-PSPL.ACC remember-2SG.FUT 

'Oh friend! during old age what work would you remember done by you?' 

<dharrnabuddhi-papabudd hi-kat11a, mtbd> 

"( ' 

In the language atman is compounded with the morpheme -ja 'born' also, for making the 

word atmaja, meaning avsoJ. The word atmaja inflect for feminine gender and has the 

form atmaja to denote daughter. 

(75) na matar-i na diir-e$U na sodary-e na ca iitma-j-e 

not mother-we not wife-PL.Loe not brother-we not and self-born-M.SG.LOe 

visrambha~ tiidrsa~ purrzs-am yadrk mitr-e nirantar-e 
confidence like_that men-GEN as friend-we constant-we 

'The men trust their close friend to such an extent, that they do not trust their 

mother, wife, brother, and son in the same way.'< vr~abhanugasrgala-katha, 

mtsp> 

2.2.1.4.2. nija 

The pattern of compounding in the following example is: nija+noun. 
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(76) tat sambodhya~ adya tvaya nija-b1'artii yatha mama satran 

then address.GRN today ZsG.INS self-husband as lSG.GEN enemy.PLACC 

vyapadayati 
kill.3SG.PRS 

'Then, you should address your husband today, so that he would kill my enemies.' 

<vi~ryurupad 11rkkaulika-kat11a, mtbd> 

In the following instance the pattern is: nija+participle. 

(77) .......... yena nija-vihitam iyam eva b11unkte 

SO that self-do.PSPL this.F EMPH experience.3SG.PRS 

' ........ So that, she experiences her deeds only.' <valmTkodarast11asarpa-kat11a, 

kkly> 

2.2.1.4.3. sva 

In the sentence below the pattern of compounding is: sva+noun. 

(78) tata~ vivahanantaram raja siinta~pura~ sva-grham anrya 

then marriage-after king with-queen self-home arrive.PSPL 

abhyarcita~ 

worship.PSPL.SG 

'Then after marriage, the king arrived his home with his queens, and was 

worshiped.' <dantilagoramb11ayob kat"a, mtbd> 

sva can be used in reduplication also. In the following sentence sva has been reduplicated 

and then finally compounded withjana (people). 

(79) siimpratam sarve$am svalpa-jalasayanam jalacarah gurujalasaye$u 
now all.M.PL.GEN small-pond.PL.GEN aquatic_creature.PL big-pond.ruoc 

sva-sva-janaiiJ. nfyante. 
self-self-people.PL.INS escort.PL.PRS.PASS 
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'Now, the aquatic creatures of all the small ponds are being escorted by their 

relatives to the big ponds.' <bakakarkataka-katha, mtbd> 

2.2.1.4.4. svrya 

svi'ya in the text is compounded with noun only, following is an example: 

(80) atha priiptavyam arthena api svfya-pitrmatarau samasta-kutumba-

after Praptavyam Artha.sg.INS also self-father-mother.Du all-family-

iivrtau tasmin nagare saYflmiinapural:zsaram sam-iinftau 
surrounded.nu 3SG.DST.LOC city.sG.LOC respectfully well-bring.PsPL.DU 

'Aftewards, his family including his parents and all were brought respectfully to 

that city by Praptavyam Artha.' <varyikputra-katha, mtsp> 

2.2.1.4.5. svakrya 

Like svrya, svaki'ya is also compounded with noun only in the text. Following is an 

example: 

(81) yadi brahma-r:za! tvam svakrya-jivita-sya arddha-m dad-iisi tatal:z 

if Brahmana.voc! 2SG.NOM self-life-GEN half-Ace give-2sG.PRS then 

te jfva-ti brahman f. 

2SG.GEN live-3SG.PRS Brahmani 

'Hey Brahaman, if you give half of your life, then your Brahmani would be alive.' 

<brahmaQadampatyol) katha, ldpr> 

2.2.1.4.6. svayam 
The intensive reflexive svayam can be compounded as well. Following verse is such an 

example where it has been compounded with a paparticiple. 

(82) jambuka-l:z hu~u-yuddh-en vayam ca (4iidhabhuti-nii. 
jackal-'SG.NOM sheep-battle-sG.INS lPL.NOM and Ashadhabhuti-SG.INS 
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dutika para-kary-er;ta traya~ do~-a~ svayaf!1-kr-tii{l. 

Dutika.NOM other-work-SG.JNS trinity fault-PL.M self-do-PSPL.PL 

'The jackal was killed in the battle of sheep, we were destroyed by Ashadhabhuti, 

and Dutika was killed by weavers. These three made their own destruction.' 

<dantila-gorambhayoi) katha, mtbd> 

2.2.2. Reciprocals 

2.2.2.1. Bare Reciprocals 

Reciprocal pro~~~--~?.!:l~_t i~~ect f~x c~s_e, g~I;l.der, .ntJmt>~r, or_p_~~S.~~?.E.~~yer, thet:e is 

one instance of parasparam that has been used in genitive singular. All the reciprocals 
- > . ----- t --~ 

always need either a plural antecedent or a dual one for their interpretation. The 

reciprocal pronouns used in the text PT include anyonyam (occured once), parasparam 

(most frequent), itaretaram (occured once), and mit"ab (most frequent). Following are the 

examples for reciprocal usage taken from the text: 

(83) tau ca parasparam mantra-yata~ 

3DU.M.DST.NOM and REC advise-3DU .PRS 

'And they (two) advise each other.' <prastavana-katha, mtbd> 

In the example above the reciprocal parasparam has a dual antecedent and in the 

following senetece the antecedent is in plural: 

(84) atha anyasmin divase te brahmar;ta~ parasparam 

afterwards other.SG.LOC day.SG.LOC 3PL.DEF.NOM brahmana.PL.NOM REC 

niscayam kr-tva vidya-uparyana-artham kanyakubja.e gata~. 

confirm do.GRN knowledge-gain-for Kanyakubj-sG.LOC go-PSPL.M.PL 

'Afetrwards, on the other day, those brahamanas after mutually decided, went to 

Kanyakubja for gaining knowledge.' <murk11apar:t9ita-kat11a, apkr> 
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In the following sentence the genitive form of paraspara has been used. However, this is 

single instance of this kind in the text, where it has inflected for a case. Its inflection for 

other cases is completely absent. 

(85) evam paraspara-sya marm-ii1;1i udghiitita-van-tau. · · · 

thus REC-SG.GEN secret-N.PL.ACC reveal-PSPL-DU 

'Thus, they revealed the secrets of each other.' <valmTkodarasthasarpa-katha, 

kkly> 

But following is a counter example of the above where parasparam could have been used 

in genitive but it remains stagnant and gives the meaning of genitive. 

(86) evam te traya~ api sisava~ parasparam ajJliita-

thus 3PL.DEF.NOM three EMPH children REC not-known-

jiiti-vis~-a~ eka-iihiira-vihiir-ii~ biilya-samayam 
caste-particular-M.PL same-food-pastime-M.PL childhood-time 

nirviiha-yanti sma. 

spend-3PL.PRS PST 

'Thus, those three children unknowing each other's castes, were spending their 

childhood having same food and pastime.' <sirpha-srgalaputrayob katha, ldpr> 

In the sentence below the antecedent tiib"yiim is in dual dative form but the reciprocal 

anyonyam remains intact. 

(87) maya anyonyam tiibhyiim mithyii-prajalpan-ena bheda~ tat 11ii vihita~, 

lSG.INS REC 3DU.M.DST.DAT false-gossip-M.SG.INS difference SO done 

yathii bhiiya~ api mantra-yantau eka-st11iina-sthi-tau na dra~ya-si. 

as again also advise-PRPLM.DU one-place-place-PSPL.M.DU not see-2sG. FUT 

'The big difference has been created between them by me through false gossip, 

so, you will not see them (two) again in one place advising each other.' <ca1aka-

kuJ1jara-katha, mtbd> 
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In the example below the reciprocal mit"a~ refers to the antecedent which is in dual form. 

(88) tata~ ca nisft11-e yavat pa5ya-ti tavat tau eva 

afterwards and midnight.LOC REL see-3SG.PRS then 3DU.DST.M.NOM only 

dvau puru~-au mit"a{z mantra-yata~. 

two man-DU.NOM REC advise-3DU.PRS 

'And afterwards, when in the midnight he sees, those two men advise each other.' 

<vr~abhanugasrgala-katha, mtsp> 

The sentence (89) serves as the example for the antecedent in plural form and passive 

construction for mit"a~. 

(89) tai~ ca tadrsam pfvara-m pasu-m skand 11-e 

3PL.DST.M.INS and like_that fat-SG.ACC animaJ.sG.ACC shoulder-sG.Loc 

ara~ha-m avalok-ya mit1'a{l ab 11ihitam 
climbe.pspl-acc behold-GRN REC say.PSPL 

'On seeing that fat animal climbed on the shoulder it was said by them to each 

other.' <dhurtabrahmaQachaga-katha, kkly> 

The following verse is a beautiful example of reciprocal use where two reciprocals 

parasparam and itaretaram have been used and they demonstrate that both are 

semantically the same. 

nityam su-sambaddh-au parasparam 
as shadow-sun-ou always well-affiliated-ou.M REC 

evam karma ca karta ca sarrz-5li$t-au itaretaram 
same_way act.NOM and doer.NOM and well-stick.PSPL-DU REC 

'As shadow and sun are always well connected to each other, so are the act and 

doer to each other.' <mandab11agyasomilaka-katha, mtsp> 
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2.2.2.2. Compound Reciprocals 

Like reflexives, reciprocals also undergo compounding. However, in the text only 

parasparam was found in compounding constructions. In compounding it loses the coda --of its final syllable, that is, m. 

(91) yata~ ra~it-en anena kadacit paraspara-pr'it-yii 

because protect.PSPL -sG.INS 3SG.PRX.INS perhaps mutual-love-sG.F.JNS 

kala~ sukh-ena gaccha-ti. 
time.M.SG.NOM pleasure-SG.INS go-3SG.PRS 

'Because, from its protection, perhaps, it is possible to spend time pleasantly with 

mutual love. (literal)' <brahmaryacaurapisaca-katha, kkly> 

(92) na vina parthiva-~ 

not without king-SG.M.NOM servant-PL.INS not servant-PL.NOM king-SG.ACC 

vina ca vyavahara~ ayam paraspara-niband1'anam 

without 3PL.M.DST.GEN and behaviour 3SG.M.PRX mutual-binding 

'There is no king without servants and there are no servants without a king. Their 

relation binds them with each other.' <kilotpati-vanarakatha, mtbd> 

2.3. Cataphoric Expressions 

Cataphoric expressions are those where the EE9noun Qrecedes the linguistic e~P,,!!_S§ion 
• ' -.¥\- - - - 4 - -. 

necessary for its interpretation in the_giykiUi_is_G_ourse. In PT these expressions have been 
~ :1!! 4- -

sparsely used. Some of such usages are illustrated through the following sentences: 

(93) tat sru-tva ga-ta-ayu$a-m iva titmiin-am manyamana~ saJijTvaka-IJ 

that listen-GRN go-PSPL-age-Acc as self-Ace assuming Sanj eevaka-NOM 

param Vi$iida-m agamat. 
great sadness-Ace go.3sG.PST 

'After listening that, Sanjeevaka believing himself as dead, got to great sadness.' 

<srgaladundubhi-katha, mtbd> 
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(94) sevaka-~1 svamin-am dve~-ti krpar:za-m paru~a~ara-m 

servant-M.NOM master-sG.Acc hate-3sG.PRS miser-sG.ACC harsh-Ace 

iitmiin-am kim sa~1 na dve~-ti sevya-a-sevya-m na 

self-Ace why 3sG.M.NOM not hate-3sG.PRS doable-not-doable-Ace not 

vet-ti ya-~ 

know-3SG.PRS REL-3SG.NOM 

'If a servant hates his miser and harsh master, then why he does not hate himself, 

who does not know who is servable and unservable.' <kTlotpati-vanarakatha, 

mtbd> 

In the following example the reciprocal parasparam is occurring before its antecedent 

kara{akadamanakau, and thus presents an instance of cataphoric usage of reciprocal: 

(95) tata~ svami-prasada-rahit-au k~ut-k~ama-kar:zth-au parasparam 

then master-mercy-less-DU.NOM hunger-weak-throat-DU.NOM REC 

karafaka-damanak-au mantra-yete. 

Karataka-Damanaka-ou .NOM advise-3ou .PRS 

'Then, deprived of the mercy of their master, Karataka and Damanaka advise each 

other.' <dantilagorambhayol) katha, mtbd> 

Thus, in the text both reflexives and reciprocals have occurred as capahors too, though 

the frequency of such uses is considerably low, as is common in other human languages 

as well. 
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Chapter 3 

SARS Design: Issues and Challenges 

SARS is a design and development of a computer program for identifying the antecedents 

of reflexive and reciprocal pronouns in a Sanskrit sentence. It is implemented in Java and 

.ISP and runs on PCs on Windows environment (see Chapter 4 ). This chapter discusses 

the problems encountered in developing the program for automatic resolution of 

anaphors. Human languages are intrinsically complicated. and Sanskrit is no exception to 

it. The anaphoric aspect of Sanskrit is full of complexities as \ove have seen in the Chapter 

2. Even the humans have problems in pairing the anaphors and their antecedents while 

reading the Sanskrit texts due to its relatively free \Vord ordering and various other 

stylistic complexities. After discussing these issues. which are important to consider 

before designing a robust system for this task. we propose an algorithm for handling 

reflexives and reciprocals automatically. 

3. I. Complexity of Sanskrit Texts 

In this section we discuss the characteristics of the Sanskrit language and its texts which 

are relevant for our purpose. There is a range of complexities in the language. but we 

selectively discuss those only which affect the design of the system. 

3.1.1. Irregularity of Punctuation Marks 

The punctuation marking in Sanskrit texts is bizarre; they do not use any kind of reliable 

punctuation. Originally. Sanskrit had no punctuation. In the 17th century. Sanskrit and 
------- ~oo•-- -----~---- -- --Marathi. both written in the Devanagari script. started using the vertical bar "1" (single 

da!u)a. also called piinwviram in Hindi)2 to end a line of prose and double vertical bars 

"II" (double dm:u)a) in verse (Wikipedia). In unpunctuated texts. the grammatical structure . " .~ ... . ... .. 

of sentences in classical \Vriting is inferred from the context. Sanskrit by itself contains 
. ... - -- -- ·----~---~ 

·'There is a common practice in linguistic literature of Sanskrit written in English to refer the "I" sign as 
JaJ1do (see Huet 2009 and Hellwig 2007). In common parlance. however. it is called pllr!w'·iriim also. 
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only "I" to indicate an end of a sentence or half of a verse and "II" to indicate the end of a 

complete verse. However, with the advent of the printed books. most punctuation marks 

used in English are also being used in printed Sanskrit texts. Punctuation sometimes plays 

a significant role in understanding the text and misplacement of a punctuation mark can 

reverse the intended meaning. Thus punctuations are important features of a text and they --- ~ __ .. _, .,_. _ _._,_...,._ ..... ~ 

certainly help in following the text. 3 

The implementation of punctuation marks in Sanskrit texts has been rather irregular and 

complex. These kinds of irregularities are visible in PT too. A sample is being given here 

from "mitrasal]lpriiptikam" (the second section of PT) from hrishyamacharan 3 
recensio (2006:237): 

Cf?r 'tf ~ '1q d 'i Cfll ;rn:r Cflln1: ~ f8 Cl fl Fci n:r I 11: Cfl~ I Rl \~Ill I til ?II~ ~~11" ~ 't:t R dl 
~~W, ~ \i11,1qfct!Sfcift>OI(1t, P:fif2:d=t:t{OI:, "Jltc:fcfi~IT t~~fctls·Cfl{ICfliU <=n::: 

~Gf~l 

'A crow called Laghupatanak was living there. One day when he was going to the 

city in quest of food, he saw a man passing before him who was with a net in his 

hands, dark colour, splay-footed, hair raised up, and looking like the servant of 

Yama (the god of death).' 

3 The lack of punctual punctuation in our text culture was rightly observed by the renowned novelist Raja 

Rao in his foreword to his novel Kanthapura ( 1938): "After language the next problem is that of style. The 

tempo of Indian life must be infused into our English exprl:s~inn. evl:n as the tempo of .American or Irish 

life has gone into the making of theirs. We. in India. think quickly. we talk quickly. and when we move we 

move quickly. There must be something in the sun of India that makes us rush and tumble and run on. And 

our paths are paths interminable. ·rhe Mahahharutha h(IS 214778 verses and the Ranwyanu 48000. Puranas 

there are endless and innumerable. We have neither punctuation nor the treacherous •ats' and 'ons' to 

bother us -we tell one interminable talr. Episode follows episode. and when our thoughts stop our 

breath stops, and we move on to another thought. This was and still is the ordinary style of our story-



\ 

In sandhi places it is not necessary that the two words would be concatenated in writing 

too; they might be written separately too. depending on the nature of the sandhi. In the 

given sample due to sandhi, commas have not been put in the two requiring places: 

\J11 <:1 '(;fdl SFdftSOi C1 'l and ~~cfct!?IT lpOJ fcf;~·Cf"t:i Cfi I D; because. then. it would have invited 

the sandhi-splitting which the editors of texts do not do. But the computational linguists 

have to split them up in order to process the language. The sandhi free version of the 

above text would look like belmv. Herein. the two above mentioned places have been 

given commas rendering the text punctuationally punctual. This was possible only when 

the optional or external sandhis were split and the internal sandhis kept intact. The 

concerned places are underlined. 

m 'i:f <:1-r:J)qcHCfi: ;:m:r Cfnni: Sl fdctfi f8 ~ I ~: Cf,c;:lfilct SliUI ~I~ I~ :rn:r: ~!?"lf 
Sj'q f?-1 (1: ~ r:r!?m, ~ \J11 ~1 Fi*"C"1:, 3l fdti:>IJI (1 1:, *"'§f2:C1 :q HI:, ~~cfct!?r:, 

~JO!fcl";s·Cfi(ICfil{: ¥: ~: Gf~ I 

This punctuational disorder creates problems Ill identifying sentence boundaries and 

clause boundaries vvhich are very crucial for anaphora resolution system design. Hellwig 

(2007:38) observes: 

da~1c)as may be helpful in generating hypotheses about the syntactic 
structure of a text. but cannot be considered as punctuation marks in a 
strict sense. This lack has a far reaching effect on any tagging or parsing 
process applied to a Sanskrit text, because it cannot be guaranteed that all 
words necessary for a complete analysis are really contained in the text 
delimited by these marks. 

The text PT is full of verses. The completion of verse. as stated earlier. is marked by 

double da~c;las and this marking has been a great problem in tokenizing the text. The 

double da~1cjas are used in headings also and are typical style of Sanskrit text \Vriting. In 

tokenization the double da~1~ias were first replaced by single da~1~las and then the text was 

tokenized basing the delimitation on the single Ja~1~/a. 
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3.1.2. Sandhi Phenomenon and the Writing Convention 

Sandhi4 phenomenon is a prime feature of Sanskrit language. It is a highly synthetic 

language and the word boundaries in spoken as well as in written forms are often faded 

away due to intense concatenation. To identify word boundaries, especially in written 

form, is not an easy task. There are, actually, two kinds of phenomena involved in these 

kinds of euphonic ·combinations. They are commonly described as external or aniQ;_a 

sandhi and internal or nitya sandhi. When we split the external sandhis the components 

remain usable in the sentence; they do not require inflectional suffixes as they are already 

endowed with before and after sandhi-ing, whereas this is not the case with internal 

sandhi. To identify nitya and anitya sandhi in Sanskrit there is a famous and well 

established rule composed in the following kclrika (doctrine stated in verse): -
karika ( 1) sarrzhilaikapade nitya nitya dh[ltupasargayo~ 1 

nity[l sam[ise vc/kye tu sa vivak~·amapek,wte II 

'In a pada (roughly a word) a sandhi is mandatory and also in combination of 

prefixes and dhatus (verb roots). It is mandatory in compound constructions also, 

but in a sentence it requires the intention of the speaker.' 

Thus, barring the mandatory or nitya sandhi cases. the rest instances of sandhi are 

completely dependent on the speaker or writer whether they wish to combine two or more 

padas or not. And this kind of sandhi. viz. external sandhi clearly involves combination 

of two or more padas. The idea in the above karikcl beautifully works in identifying 

internal and external sandhis in sandhi-splitting tasks. 

I Sandhis, especially the external ones, are serious obstacles to an easy tokenization of 

~- Sanskrit texts. The unpreprocessed text has a lot of problems m tdentlfymg word 

~ Sandhi means euphony transformation of words when they are consecutively pronounced. Typically when 
a word w1 is followed by a word w2, some terminal segment of w1 merges with some initial segment of w2 
to be replaced by a "smoothed'" phonetic interpolation. corresponding to mini ising the energy necessary 
to reconfigure the vocal organs at the juncture between the word uet, 2006). 
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boundaries. The external sandhis have to be resolved first for smooth POS tagging and 1 

for anaphora resolution also. To unglue each padas from euphonic combinations is itself 
...__ ____ , ---·. 

a complex process which requires the identification of external (anitya) sandhis and 

internal ones in the text and the sandhi-splitting rules available in the grammar. For 

sandhi-splitting a system has been designed ~~ .. :J~~~era,?~d./For POS- t~~~ing these 

cases of anitya sandhi must be resolved first. To tag a sequende of words with anitya 

sandhis is impossible. After splitting anitya sandhis the karika (1) will look like the 

following: 

sarrzhita ekapade nitya nityii dhatapasargayo~ I 

nityii samase vakye tu sii viva~am ape~ate II 

In this condition of the verse each pada is standing alone, and now can be tagged easily. 

In our tagging scheme each pada is tagged separately (Jha et al. 2009, and Gopal et a!. 
.......... -- ~ -.. ------

201.Q),... 

The orthographic system of Sanskrit language is rather complex and this is not only 

obstacle for anaphora resolution but also for many other NLP tasks. Due to this 

complexity of the language sometimes two or more padas are concatenated and they 

seem to be one word, but actually they are not. And to separate a pada (a usable unit in a 

sentence) from other adjacent padas is sometimes not an easy task. Some systems have 

been developed for such tasks. This generally happens with consonant ending words 

followed by words having vowel in their initial position. These cases as per orthographic 

rule - ajjhlnam pare7Ja sarrzyojyam 'the vowel-less segment should be attached to the 

following vowel' - are concatenated, that is, the ending consonant of preceding word 

hosts the starting vowel of the following word. For POS tagging of the text this 

concatenation has to be broken up. 
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3.1.3. Pronoun Compounding 

As is discussed in the second chapter, Sanskrit pronouns are sometimes compounded 
--------------------------~ with nouns and participles. We have seen that roots of pronouns, possessive pronouns of 

all persons, and roots of lexical anaphors (reflexives and reciprocals) undergo 

compounding. In the process of compounding only root of the pronoun is left and the 

case, number, and gender features are dropped. And, this creates problems in identifying 

their antecedents, as the grammatical features are main clues for pairing anaphor and 

antecedents in our approach. These kinds of cases demand different treatment, like the 

compound processor and then POS tagger which are complex things to be done. For 

example in (96) sva-grham is such a compound; it is as a whole pada and in the present 

situation this would be tagged as common noun with grammatical features. Now, without 

splitting this compound there is no way to recognize the reflexive sva. To enable the 

system to recognize it, one has to get this compound split and then transform the 

components into padas and then get them POS tagged separately. This extra work has to 

be done manually or automatically to get the sva out from the compound. After the POS 

tagging the system would be able to find its referent. 

(1) tatah vivahanantaram raja santahpurah sva-grham anrya 
then marriage-after king with-queen self-home arrive.PSPL 

abhyarcitah 
worship.PSPL.SG 

'Then after marriage, the king arrived home with his queens, and was worshiped.' 

<dantilagorambhayoi) katha, mtbd> 

Apart from this, the compounding of other categories also is a hurdle in the processing of 

the language. Its compounding nature slows down any computational analysis of the 

language. To carry out the processing of the language smoothly one has to have efficient 

systems for compound analysis and sandhi analysis. 
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3.1.4. Multiplicity of Pronoun Forms 

A slightly uneasy problem in Sanskrit anaphora resolution is that Sanskrit has pronoun 

forms in abundance. A par:!_ from _t~~- regular inflections of pronouns, the language has 

many strategies to encode pronominal information, and this has been seen in the second --·-chapter of this dissertation. There are I 05 personal pronoun forms (four of them are 

homophonous with linkers), 19 reflexive forms, and 5 reciprocal forms available in PT - - ~ -· ... ~ - . 
itself, and they are more in the language. One has to consider this large number of 

pronoun forms found in the language while designing a computer program. Moreover, 

many forms are instances of syncretism and they need to be dealt with carefully in order 

to have precise results. This richness increases the load of the system and the researcher 

as well. One has to take care of all the regular forms and all the possible forms generated 

by the extraordinary strategies of the language. For instance, the following sentence (2) a. 

can be equivalently expressed by any of the forms given below. All of them are 

semantically identical. 

(2) a. rama-~ sva-m pustakam pathati. 

rama.NOM self-Ace book-Ace read-3sG.PRS 

'Ram reads/is reading his book.' <self made, as per my intution> 

b. rama~ svasya pustakam pathati. 

c. rama~ sva-pustakam pathati. 

d. rama~ svakfyam pustakam pathati. 

e. rama]:I svakiya-pustakam pathati. 

f. rama]:I svakam pustakam pathati. 

g. riima]:I svfyam pustakam pathati. 

h. riima]:I svfya-pustakam pathati. 

I. riima]:I iitmana!J pustakam pathati. 

J. riimal;l iltma-pustakam pathati. 

k. riima]:I iltmfyam pustakam pathati. 

1. rama]:I iltm'iya-pustakam pat"ati. 

m. riima]:I nijam pustakam pat"ati. 
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n. rama~ nija-pustakam pathati. 

o. rama~ nijasya pustakam pathati. 

These are the multiple ways of expressing possessive reflexive in Sanskrit. Likewise, 

other kinds of pronouns also have this kind of richness some or other way. Their 

morphological a~d sy~c analysis has to be done thoroughly in order to train the 

machine efficieny 

3.1.5. Word Order in Sanskrit 

Reference relations may be constrained by the syntactic relationships between a 

referential expression and a possible antecedent when both occur in the same sentence 

(Jurafsky and Martin, 2000). Syntactic relationship is determined by the position of the 

words in a sentence in cpnfigurational languages whereas in non-configuration.a.l 

languages the position of words does not matter. Languages with rigid word order are 

c~led configurational languages and langp.ages which have relatively free word order are 

termed as non-configurational languages (Khanna, 1996). Sanskrit and many other Indian 

languages show very strong agreement between verb and the subject of the verb. The 

person and number features of the subject are encoded in the verb also and that is why 

sometimes the subject is dropped, as the verb gives information about the subject also 

(see 3.1.7. also). It is generally agreed that languages which exhibit the phenomenon of 

case assigning and case marking exhibit free word order and languages which exhibit 

only case assigning phenomenon without case marking do not display free word order. 

Sanskrit has relatively free word order, so a non-configurational language. Virtually, any 

pada (a usable linguistic unit in a sentence) can be put any where, however, the ordering 

of constituents in a compound can trigger change in meaning. For instance, r?ija-purl:!§.a 
'T 

("king's man") does not mean the same as puru$a-r?ija ("man's king"). Indeed, only in - ----------very special circumstances can two words in a Sanskrit comEound be P,ermuted without 

disturbance of meaning (Gillon, 1996). 

Faqini gives many rules for the order of parts of words (e.g. stem, suffix) and for the 

order of members of compounds, which are also parts of words since nominal compounds 
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are treated as nouns. He nowhere seems to give any rule for the order of words in the 

sentence. But this does not imply that he gives no rules for the relation of words in the 

sentence (Ananthanarayana, 1996). His kiiraka theory is, actually, for describing the -
relations of words in a sentence. 

On the issue of word order in the language the modern Sanskrit scholar and speaker of 

the language Apte in his The Student's Guide to Sanskrit Composition (1934) states: 

"In Sanskrit every word (except adverbs and particles) is inflected and the 
grammatical inflection itself shows the relation in which one word stands 
to another. Thus, GRAMMATICALLY speaking, there is no order as such 
that need be much attended to ... But if there is no GRAMMATICAL 
order, there is a sort of logical sequence of ideas, which must follow one 
another in a particular order .... words must be so arranged that the ideas 
will follow one another in their natural order, and the words in their 
natural connection .... " 

Stall in his monumental work Word Order in Sanskrit and Universal Grammar (1967) ..--- ~ 
notes the distinction between SaJ?1bandha 'the relation of one word to another within a 1_\r\ I \ 's\: l 

1
\ sentence' and abhisaf!1bandha, iinupurvya or iinupurvf 'the order or arrangement of 

\ 
\ , :... '{\ . words'. He explains that Sanskrit grammarians were interested in sal?1bandha or 

·\'~ n'· I 
J ' .. ~.f1:,/ \grammatical relations and not in abhisaJ?7bandha or word order. 

\t)/ i 
( Thus, in Sanskrit the relation of words is shown by their grammatical terminations. 

Sentences like damanakab gacc"ati and gacc"ati damanakab, which differ only in the 

arrangement of the words, are considered synonymous. The differences in such instances 

are regarded as due to emphasis or stylistic effect and without grammatical significance. 

The computational program has to learn the inflections of the words and based on this 

information has to find out what function a word has in a sentence. 

3.1.6. Homophony of Pronouns and Conjunctions 

As is shown in 2.1.4., some third person pronoun, relative and demonstrative forms are 

homophonous with some conjunctions in the language. These forms include tasmiit, tat, 
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yat, and yena which have been used in the text in question. These words serve as linkers 

and they join the preceding sentence/clause to the following sentence. Their position in a 

sentence is also fixed as they invariably occur in between two sentences. Their syntactic 

position cannot be changed. Though we are concerned only in resolving the lexical 

anaphors and they happen to be not homophonous with any of these given linkers, it is 

important here to note that when we would be designing a holistic system, we would have 

(, ~~ f. to keep in mind this homophony. Also, if the anaphora resolution system is comp~ly 
\) D ~ •lJ II dependent upon the POS tagging of the words, like in the current approach, the .POS 

.,~ ~. \ tagging also needs to be done very carefully, as the entire burden is now on POS _tags. 

These linkers frequently occur in the discourse, as is evident from PT. They serve as 

clause markers too. The following examples given here try to show the above contrast in 

their use. In (3) tasmat is functioning like a linker and links the preceding verse with the 

following sentence. It connects the relation of cause and effect; the utterance before 

tasmiit constitutes the cause and the one after tasmiit is the effect: 

(3) ya puna~ tri-stani kanya ya-ti locana-gocaram. 
REL.F again three-breast_ with daughter go-3SG.PRS eye-visible 

pitara-m nasa-yati eva sa dmtam, na atra sarrzsaya~. 

father.ACC destroy-3SG.PRS emph she quickly not here doubt 

tasmiit asya~ darsanam pariharatu devah. 
so 3SG.PROX.F.GEN appearance remove.IMP.3SG lord 

'And, the daughter with three breasts when passes through the eyes of her father, 

definitely, destroys him quickly and there is no doubt in it. So, Lord, remove its 

appearance.' <andhakakubjakatristanT-katha, apkr> 

In the following sentence tasmiit and yena both has been used to join different pairs of 
sentences. 
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(4) tila-matram api cali-tum na sakno-ti 

lPOSS.SG-back-go.PSPL sesame-quantity EMPH go-GRN not can-3SG.PRS 

tasmiit katha-yami asya nija-abhiprayam yena abhf$ta-devata-

so say-lSG.PRS 3SG.PRX.GEN se}f-intention.ACC SO _that dear-god-

smarar;a-m karoti. 

remembrance-Ace does 

'(this monkey) seated on my back cannot move even for an inch, so, I say my 

intention to him, so that he prays his desired god.' <prastavana-katha, ldpr> 

In (5), (6), and (7) the preceding utterances have not been given as the sense is clear. 

(5) tat Sa1Jik$epamCi.tram SCi.stram k!J!cit ete$Ci.m prabodhana-artham cintyatCi.m 

then brief-only discipline some 3SG.PL.GEN awakening-for think 

iti 

QUOT 

' ... then, think of some brief discipline for awakening these children.' 

<kat 11amukham, mtbd> 

(6) tat enam maya-vacan-ai~ visvas-ya aham chatra-tam 

then 3SG.PRX.ACC false-word.PL.INS convince-GRN lSG.NOM student-ness.Aee 

vrajCi.mi yena sa~ visvas-ta~ kadacit mama hastagata~ bhavi$yati. 
go.lsG.PRS so_that he convince-PSPL perhaps lSG.GEN hand-came be.FUT.3SG 

' ... then, convincing him by false words, I become his disciple, so that he would 

be convinced, perhaps, will be in my hands.' <diitijambiika~ad 11ab 11iiti-kat11a, 

mtbd> 

(7) yat prabhat-e api vitt-e arthopaya~ cintanfya~ kartavyal:z 

that enormous-we £MPH wealth-we wealth-means thinkable.PL doable.PL 

ca iti 
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and QUOT 

' ..... that, even after having a lot of money, the solutions for earning money is 

thinkable and doable.' <prastavanakatha, mtbd> 

The sentences in (103), (104), and (105) contain the pronominal counterparts of the 

above linkers. This evidence is taken from the text only. 

(8) api svalpa-tara-m karya-m yat bhav-et prthivf-pate~ 

EMPH little-very-ACC work-ACC REL.SG.NOM be-3SG.POT earth-husband.GEN 

tat na vacyam sabhii-madhy-e proviica idam 

3SG.N.DST.NOM not speak-GRN assembly-middle-LOC said DEM.N.PRX.ACC 

brhaspati~. 

brhaspati -NOM 

'Even if there is a little bit of work of a king, that must not be spoken in an 

assembly. This was said by the scholar Brhaspati.' <kTiotpativanara-katha, mtbd> 

( 9) sa~ api tat iikariJya iiraghattaghatikiim iiSri tya 

3SG.NOM EMPH DEM.SG.ACC hear.GRN well_ water _jar.F.ACC shelter.GRN 

tasmiit kiip-iit vini~kranta~. 

3SG.DEF.ABL well-SG.ABL came_out 

'After hearing that (message), he also having taken the shelter in the water jar of 

the well came out from that well.' <gailgadattapriyadarsanayoi)-katha, ldpr> 

(1 0) mama! asti ko.Scit upiiya-~ yena asmiikam ra~a 

uncle.voc! rs any solution-NOM REL.SG.JNS lPL.GEN protection.NOM 

bhava-ti? 

be-3SG.PRS 

'Uncle, is there any way out for our protection?' <bakakarkataka-katha, mtbd> 
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3.1.7. Zero Pronouns 

Sanskrit is a pro-drop language. There is a strong agreement between the subject and the 

verb of a sentence. Sanskrit verb encodes the person and number features of its subject, 

and due to which the subject is often dropped, as the information regarding the subject 

can be sought from the verb itself. In the text of PT it has been well-observed that zero 

pronouns, i.e. pro-drops, occur fre uently. The pro-dropping is a practical issue for 

translation students when rendering Sanskrit texts into English or English like languages. 

When such constructions are translated in other languages this zero pronoun has to be 

tracked down, because the system of the target language may not allow this pro-dropping. 

Such cases have to be resolved in the text relying entirely upon the verb that will tell us 

person and number features of the dropped pronoun, as is exemplified in the following 

sentences: 

(II) tat srutva pingalakal:z cintayamasa-

that hear-GRN Pingalak thought 

"yogyal:z ayam drsyate tat kat1ta-yami etasya agre atmanal:z 
worthy this looks then say-lsG.PRS 3SG.PRX.GEN before self.gen 

abltipraya-m ". 
intention-Ace 

'~fter hearing that, Pingalak thought- "This seems to be a worthy person so I tell 

my intention to him".' < kTlotpati-vanarakatha, mtbd> 

In (II) the first person singular has been dropped, due to the number and person encoding 

in the verb. In English translation this dropped pronoun has been supplied. In the 

following sentence (12) either monkey or third person singular pronoun has been 

dropped, however, this information can be retrieved from the verb. 

(12) mat-pr~tha-gatal:z tila-matram api cali-tum na sakno-ti 
lPOSS.SG-back-go.PSPL sesame-quantity EMPH go-GRN not can-3SG.PRS 
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tasmat katha-yami asya nija-abhipraya-m yena abhf~ta-devata-

so say-lsG.PRS 3sG.PRX.GEN self-intention-Ace so_that dear-god-

smaraJJam karoti. 

remembran~e does 

'(this monkey) seated on my back cannot move even for an inch, so, I say my 

intention to him, so that he prays his desired god.' <prastavana-katha, ldpr> 

These cases of zero pronouns require special treatment for their automatic resolution. The 

system has to be enabled to read the grammatical features of verbs in case it does not find 

a suitable pronoun for the antecedent of an anaphor. However, our system does not 

handle zero pronouns. 

3.2. SARS Design 

3.2.1. Overview of the System Architecture 
The working of the system is as follows: At present state, the input to the system is POS 

tagged data of Sanskrit in which case, number, gender, person etc. are given. The 

grammatical features given through these tags are, in fact, main clues in identifying the 

antecedents of anaphors. The system considers one sentence at a time. First, it checks 

whether a reflexive or reciprocal is available in the sentence in question. If they are not 

there then it leaves that sentence and considers next sentence for the same. And if they 

are there, it searches for its antecedents as per our rules (see the algorithm in 3.2.3.). The 

candidates for being the antecedents of reflexives (PRF) and reciprocals (PRC) are 

common nouns (NC), proper nouns (NP), personal pronouns (PPR) and relative pronouns 

(PRL). All these categories are simply identified on the basis of their morpho~tic 
tags. Thus POS tagging information is very crucial for anaphora resolution in this system. 

Though the experiment was carried out on the POS tagged text of PT, the system could 

be used for other Sanskrit texts as well if they are POS tagged like PT. The pre-

processing of these texts will involve the external sandhi-s litting and POS tagging. The 

Sanskrit language uses heavy compounding. Even pronouns are compounded with some 
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/\ element. The compounding of pronouns needs to be analysed and tagged in order to be 

\ consistent with the rest of the data. And this will require a separate module called 

Compound Processor. However, SARS does not handle the compounding of pronouns, 

but in future this would have to be included in the system. 

3.2.2. The Annotated Information 

Unlike other anaphora resolution approaches, this system does not require a parser for the 

pre-processing of the input text. It only needs a POS tagger which tags the Sanskrit text 

with major grammatical categories along with morpho-syntactic attributes. By tagging 

information the system will know which anaphors are and which possible antecedents 

are. The determinants of the exact antecedents are morpho-syntactic features of the words 

in our approach. As I have stated earlier, the data of the PT was tagged manually with 

MSRI tagset and currently is the input for our system, but in order to enable the system to 

be used for other texts also we need to develop a POS tagger for automatic POS tagging 

of the desired texts, as manual tagging is very costly and time taking. This work was a 

small experiment in handling lexical anaphors with this approach. But for a long run of 

the system we would have to modularize the system and develop those modules (like 

sandhi splitter, compound processor and POS tagger) separately and efficiently. In fact, 

the modules required for the development of POS tagger, are indirectly required for the 

development of this system as well. 

3.2.3. The SARS Algorithm 

The system considers only lexical anaphors (reflexives and reciprocals) and it identifies 

intrasentential antecedents of these anaphors in the input text. The algorithm is based on 

our study of lexical anaphors in the Chapter 2 of this dissertation. The input to the 

anaphora resolution system is the POS tagged (with MSRI lndic language tagset) text. 

3.2.3.1. Algorithm for Reflexive Anaplwra 

I. Tokenize each sentence (S) of the input text. 

2. Pick up the S in which PRF tag occurs. 
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3. Check whether the S has NP, NC, PPR, or PRL. 

4. Consider all the NP, NC, PPR, and PRL in the S that precede the PRF. 

5. Check whether NP, NC, PPR, or PRL has/have .nom tag. 

6. If one of the NP, NC, PPR, or PRL has .nom tag, then that word is identified as the 

antecedent of the PRF. 

7. If more than one of these have .nom tag then the nearest to PRF would be its 

antecedent. 

8. If the conditions 6 or 7 are not met then the NP, NC, PPR, or PRL having .ins tag 

would be considered the antecedent of the PRF. 

3.2.3.2. Algorithm for Reflexive Cataphora 

9. If the S does not have any preceding NP, NC, PPR, or PRL with .nom tag then 

consider the following NP, NC, PPR, or PRL containing .nom tag. 

10. If one of the following NP, NC, PPR, or PRL has .nom tag, then that word is 

identified as the antecedent. 

11. If more than one of these have .nom tag, then the nearest to the PRF would be its 

antecedent. 

12. If the conditions 9 or 10 are not met then the NP, NC, PPR, or PRL having .ins tag 

would be considered the antecedent of the PRF. 

3.2.3.3. Algorithm for Reciprocal Anaphora 

1. Tokenize each sentence (S) of the input text. 

2. Pick up the S in which the PRC tag occurs. 

3. Check whether the S has NP, NC, PPR, or PRL. 

4. Consider all the NP, NC, PPR, and PRL in the S that precede the PRC. 

5. Check whether NP, NC, PPR, or PRL has/have .du.nom or .pl. nom tag. 

6. If one of the NP, NC, PPR, or PRL has .du.nom or .pl.nom tag, then that word is 

identified as the antecedent of the PRC. 

7. If more than one of thdse have .du.nom or .pl.nom tag then the nearest to the PRC 

would be its antecedent} 
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8. If all of them are containing .sg.nom tag then all of them would be antecedents of the 

PRC. 

9. If the conditions 6, 7 or 8 are not met then the NP, NC, PPR, or PRL having .du.ins or 

.pl.ins tag would be considered the antecedent of the PRC. 

3.2.3.4. Algorithm for Reciprocal Cataphora 

I 0. If the S does not have any preceding NP, NC, PPR, or PRL then consider the 

following NP, NC, PPR, or PRL containing .du.nom or .pl. nom tag. 

Il. If one of the following NP, NC, PPR, or PRL has .du.nom or .pl.nom tag, then that 

word is identified as the antecedent of the PRC. 

12. If more than one of the following NP, NC, PPR, or PRL have .du.nom or .pl.nom tag, 

then the nearest to the PRF would be its antecedent. 

13. If all of the following NP, NC, PPR, or PRL have .sg.nom tag, then all of them would 

be collective! y identified as the antecedent of the PRC. 

14. If the conditions II, 12 or 13 are not met then the NP, NC, PPR, or PRL having 

.du.ins or .pl.ins tag would be considered the antecedent of the PRC. 

3.2.4. Testing of SARS 

SARS has been tested on 3659 sentences from the POS tagged text of PT. These 

sentences are of various types that have been given to SARS for anaphora resolution. 

Before entering the data into the program for resolution we have noted the number of 

anaphor occurrences in the input text. In the input data 91 PRF (reflexives) and 25 PRC 

(reciprocals) were found (total116 anaphor occurrences). Later on the number of anaphor -antecedent pairs resolved by the system is noted. The intersentential and zero pronoun 

cases have also been noted; such cases were 19 for reflexives and no reciprocal has been 

found in such a situation. All9 read:s have been taken manually. The number of 

correctly and incorrectly found anaphor antecedent pairs is noted. Some input-output 

pairs have been presented in section 4.3. of the following chapter. The Table 9 presents 

the summary of results we have obtained after testing SARS: 
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Anaphor type Total Correct Wrong Unresolved 
I~ A\ (intersentential) 

Reflexives 91 so; I'C/ ~ / 
Reciprocals 25 14 11 OJ 
Total 116 64 33 19 

/ ' 

Table 9: Evaluation results of Sanskrit anaphors 

As we have made it clear in the outset, this system is not handling intersentential 

anaphors and zero pronoun cases. The unresolved anaphors given in the above table are 

intersentential ones and those whose antecedents are zero pronouns. Few test outputs are 

given in 4.3. in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

SARS Implementation 

This chapter describes the implementation of the system. SARS is implemented in Java 

and JSP and runs on PCs on Windows environment. However, it is platform independent 

and can run on any platform. Though PROLOG and LISP are considered the preferred 

programming languages for Artificial Intelligence and Natural Language Processing 

applications, we deliberately choose object oriented methodology of Java for the 

implementation of the SARS. Java was chosen because of its excellent features of 

supporting object-oriented concepts. Also it has features of modular design, abstraction, 

encapsulation, polymorphism, inheritance, portability, reusability and readability. All 

these features of Java language facilitate the system expandability and versatility in 

SARS design. Moreover, Java is also preferable to other programming languages from 

security perspective especially in internet based programs. 

4.1. The Model of the System 

The SARS has four modules to undergo for processing before it gives any output. These 

are pre-processor which replaces the double dal}(ia with single dalJ(ia which works as a 

delimiter for tokenisation; String tokeniser which tokenises sentences and later on words; 

Tag checker which checks the possible anaphors and antecedents on the basis of tags, and 

finally Morph checker (morphosyntactic features checker) to determine the resolution. 

4.1.1. Model Diagram 

Figure 4.1 presents overall functioning of SARS in the given diagram. 
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Input (POS Tagged 
Text) 

Replacement of , 
double da1J4as with 

single dwu;la 

Identification of 
anaphors and 

antecedent candidates 

Pairing of anaphors with their 
antecedents as output 

Figure 4.1. The model diagram of SARS 

4.1.2. Brief Description of the Processes 

The input for the system is POS tagged data of Sanskrit. It goes through five processes 

before it gets the final result as is shown in the diagram. The input is pasted in the text 

area of the system which is there in the homepage of SARS, and then is sent for 

processing and resolution. The pre-processor of the system replaces the double da1Jl;/as 

with single da1J(;/as (the double da1J(;/as are used in the text at the end of a verse as we 

have discussed it in 3.1.1). Afterwards, the data is tokenized in single sentences delimited 

by a single dalJ4a. After sentence tokenization each word is tokenized. The system 

considers a single tokenised sentence at a time for resolving the anaphors. In each 
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tokenized sentence the system first checks whether a reflexive or reciprocal is available 

in the sentence in question. If they are not there then it leaves that sentence and considers 

next sentence for the same. And if they are there, it searches for its antecedents as per our 

rules (see the algorithm in 3.2.3.) and resolves it. After resolving the anaphor in a 

sentence it moves on to the next sentence and operates likewise till the end of the string. 

The candidates for being the antecedents of reflexives (PRF) and reciprocals (PRC) are 

common nouns (NC), proper nouns (NP), personal pronouns (PPR) and relative pronouns 

(PRL) as per our generalisations in the PT. All these categories are simply identified on 

the basis of their morphosyntactic tags. Thus POS tagging information is very crucial for 

anaphora resolution in this system. 

4.2. Implementation Strategies 

The program has been prepared on a Windows platform usmg tools and methods 

described below. This progra; however) is platform independent and can run on any 

platform. 

4.2.1. An Overview of the Methods and Techniques Used 

SARS is planned to develop in web architecture. The system tools are Java based. Front 

end is done in Java Server Pages (JSP) running on the web server called Apache Tomcat. 

The programming has been done in the Java environment. The system accepts the 

Sanskrit text in Devanagari UTF-8 format and returns output in similar format. The 

system takes the input in text area, and then sends it for tokenisation and other steps 

described in 4.1.2. The following is an overview of the methods and techniques used in 

developing the program. 

4.2.1.1. Front End 

The front end of the program is Java Server Pages file named request.jsp. The front end 

opens in a web browser that is based locally on the user's computer. The URL opens the 

JSP file located on the host computer usually at the path <C:\Program Files\Apache 

Tomcat 4.0\webapps\sars>. The browser, with the help of the java-web server, reads the 
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request.jsp file. The page contains codes of HTML, JSP and Java languages. This page 

sends the input data to result.jsp page for further processing. To understand the structure 

of the jsp file, we need to know the following preliminary things. 

4!2.1.1.1. Java Server Pages (JSP) 

Java Server Pages (J,§f) technology provides a simplified, fast way to create dynamic 
............ __..,... 
web content. JSP technology enables rapid development of web-based applications that 

are server and platform-independent. It is one of the most sophisticated tools available for 

high performance and secures web applications. 

4.2.1.1.2. Java 

Java is an object-oriented programming language developed by a team led by James 

Gosling at Sun Microsystems. Originally called ~ it was designed in 1,:22l for use in 

embedded consumer electronic appliances. In 1995, renamed Java, it was redesigned for -
developing Internet applications. It was intended to replace C++, although the feature set 

better resembles that of object C. Sun Microsystems currently maintains and updates Java 

regularly. Java is a network-oriented programming language that is specifically designed 

for writing programs that can be safely downloaded to user's computer through the 

internet and immediately run without fear of viruses or other harm to the computer or 

files. Using small Java programs (called "Applets"), web pages can include functions 

such as animation, calculators, and other fancy tricks. Java programs are of three kinds: 

stand-alone executable programs, applets, and servlets. 

4.2.1.1.3. Applets 
An applet is a small program written in Java and embedded in a HTML page using the 

tag <APPLET>. It safely downloads on the client machine and runs using the client Java 

runtime environment. Applets differ from full-fledged Java applications in that they are 

not allowed to access certain resources on the local computer, such as files and serial 

devices (modems, printers, etc.), and are prohibited from communicating with most other 
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computers across a network. The current rule is that an applet can only make an internet 

connection to the computer from which the applet was sent. 

4.2.1.1.4. Servlets 
Java Servlet technology provides web developers with a simple, consistent mechanism 

for extending the functionality of a web server and for accessing existing business 

systems. A servlet can almost be thought of as an applet that runs on the server side 

without a face. Java servlets make many web applications possible. 

4.2.1.1.5. HTML 

HTML or Hyper Text Mark-up Language is a markup language: a simple language for 

laying out documents, linking documents on the Internet, and bringing images, sound, 

and video alive on the Web. However, it cannot interact with the user except through 

simple forms. Web pages in HTML are essentially static and flat. It is the oldest language 

that served the purpose of developing web pages. 

4.2.1.2. Java Objects 

The JSP file called result.jsp uses a java object called STokeniser which utilises the 

services of Pre-processor, that is, Tokens. These .class files are the compiled programs 

written in Java that tokenize the input text. The Pre-processor object first replaces the 

double dwu;ias with single dm:u;ias and then the STokeniser tokenises each sentence in the 

input data with the help of delimiter single daiJ¢as. There is another Java object called 

checkCoRef that processes the tokenized text and performs the resolution. There are 

several modules in this program that take care of several processes undergoing during the 

mechanical analysis. Below is given the description of the modules involved in the 

program. Wherever necessary, important snippets of the code written in Java have been 

presented. 
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4.2.1.2.1. Pre-processor 

As is illustrated in the diagram above, the input first goes to the pre-processor module 

and checks the presence of double daJJ(ias. It replaces these unwanted double daJJ(ias 

with single daJJ(ias. To do this is necessary because for tokenisation we use the delimiter 

single daJJ(ias "1'. Though not always, but most often we get complete sentences in the 

tokenized units. For example if the input is given the following verse, 

~CNT mPR.fem.sgJ.ins.iii.n.n.dst ~V.apd.sgJ.prs.n it ~C.fem.sg.ins.iii 
<n\PRL.fem.sg.3.0.i '1\CNG ~ W.ppd.sgJ.prs.n '1\CNG ~ •&CUJ.fem.sg.O.i.n.n 1\PU 

Cfi:\PWH.mas.sgJ.nom.i 3Pf \NC.mas.sg.nom.i lJ '31\MC.mas.sg.ins.iii 

'iif'fct \KDP.mas.sg.ins.iii <r:\PRL.mas.sg.3.nom.i '1\CNG ~J.mas.sg.nom.i.n.n 

'1\CNG ~ Rtl'i 11\\JJ.mas.sg.nom.i.n.n 11\PU 6\RDS 11\PU 

After tokenization it will look like, 

~CNTmPR.fem.sgJ.ins.iii.n.n.dst ~V.apd.sgJ.prs.n it ~C.fem.sg.ins.iii 
<n\PRL.fem.sgJ.O.i '1\CNG ~ W.ppd.sg.3.prs.n '1\CNG ~ •&CUJ.fem.sg.O.i.n.n 1\PU 

Cfi:\PWH.mas.sgJ.nom.i 3Pf \NC.mas.sg.nom.i 1J '31\MC.mas.sg.ins.iii 

\il"'ffi ~DP.mas.sg.ins.iii <r:\PRL.mas.sg.3.nom.i '1\CNG ~J.mas.sg.nom.i.n.n 

'1\CNG ~Rtl'it1\\fJ.mas.sg.nom.i.n.n 11\PU 6\RDS 1\PU 

The replacement is operated on the second double daJJ(ias like herein the double daJJf)a 

after "6\RDS" has been replaced not the first one. It happens because the program does 

not replace a double daJJda if it is followed by a number like "6\RDS" in this case. 

Code snippet 

public String repString() { 
int count=O; 

while(this_text!=null) { 
if (this_text.indexOf( endLine )>-1 ){ 
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System.out.println("Sankhya ..... "); 
count=count+ I; 
if( count== 1) { 

System.out.println(11Sankhya ..... 1 "); 

p 1 =this_text.substring(O,this_text.indexOf( endLine) ). trim(); 
rtex t=rtex t+p 1 +II II +endLine; 

p2=this_text.substring( thi s_tex t.index Of( endLine )+endLine.length(), this_tex t.len 
gth()).trim(); 

this_text=p2; 

else{ 
System.out.println(11 Sankhya ..... 2 "); 

p 1 =this_text.substring(O,this_text.indexOf( endLine) ). trim(); 
rtext=rtext+p1+" 11 +endLinel; 

p 2=thi s _text. substring( this_ tex t.index Of( en dLine )+endLine.l ength (),this_ tex t.l en 
gth()).trim(); 

} 
else{ 

this_text=p2; 
count=O; 

System.out.println("Sankhya ..... 3 11
); 

rtext=rtext+this_text; 
this_text=null; 

return rtext; 

4.2.1.2.2. String Tokeniser 

The Java object called STokenizer tokenises each sentence delimited by single da!J(ia and 

later on each word delimited by space. For anaphora resolution the recognition of a 

sentence is mandatory in our approach, as SARS handles only intrasentential anaphors. 

After sentence tokenisation the module performs word tokenisation. 

Code snippet 
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public class STokenizer{ 

Hash table h = null; 
int c = 0; 
String fs = ""; 
String rs =""; 
int iter= 0; 

public STokenizer(String s, String del){ 
h = new Hashtable(); 
iter=O; 
c=O; 
rs=""; 
fs ='"'; 

if (s.indexOf(del)==-1){ 
//System.out.println("string does not have VP"); 
h.put(new Integer(O), s); 

4.2.1.2.3. Reference Resolution 

The Java object checkCoRef which can be conveniently called reference resolution does 

the main work of this enterprise. It searches for reflexives and reciprocals with the help of 

POS tags given in the input data and picks up those sentences only. Following the given 

conditions in the algorithm this identifies the antecedent for a particular anaphor. It 

discards the sentences with PRC or PRF which do not have the antecedents. 

Code snippet 

public String coRefProcess(String pShabd) { 
String word='"',out=""; 
if(g Vaakye.indexOf(pShabd)>-1) 

{ 
lVaakye=g Vaakye.substring(O,g Vaakye.indexOf(pShabd) ).trim(); 

else 
{ 

lVaakye='"'; 

rVaakye= g Vaakye.substring(g V aakye.indexOf(pShabd)+pShabd.Iength(),g Vaaky 
e.length() ). trim(); 
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if(lVaakye.indexOf("NP")>-1 lllVaakye.indexOf(''NC")>-1 II 
lVaakye.indexOf("PPR")>-1 lllVaakye.indexOf("PRL")>-1) { 

} 

if (lVaakye.indexOf (" .nom")>-1){ 
stl=new StringTokenizer(lVaakye," "); 
while(st1.hasMoreTokens()) { 

word=stl.nextToken(); 
if(word.indexOf (".nom")>-1){ 

out=word; 

else if(rVaakye.indexOf("NP")>-1 II rVaakye.indexOf("NC")>-1 II 
rVaakye.indexOf("PPR")>-1 II rVaakye.indexOf("PRL")>-1){ 

if (rVaakye.indexOf (".nom")>-1 ){ 
stl=new StringTokenizer(rVaakye," "); 
while(st1.hasMoreTokens()) { 

word=stl.nextToken(); 
if(word.indexOf (".nom")>-1){ 

out=word; 

4.2.1.3. Web server: Apache Tomcat 4.0 
For the web server we have used Apache- Tomcat technology. Apache-Tomcat is a web 

server software to develop and run Java Server Pages on a host. The Apache-Tomcat, 

earlier Tomcat, was developed by the Apache association of developers. It is intended to 

be a collaboration of the best-of-breed developers from around the world. There are 

several versions of Tomcat available freely on the web. We have used the version 4.0. 

Tomcat 4.0 implements the servlets and Java server pages specifications from Java 

Software, and includes many additional features that make it a useful platform for 

developing and deploying web applications and web services. 

4.3. Running of SARS: An Evaluation of the Results 

The URL of the application is http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/sars The home page of the site 

looks like-
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Sanskrit Allaphora Resolution System 

Figure 4.2. Home Page of SARS 
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The user will paste the POS tagged Sanskrit data in the text area of the system shown in 

the above figure. After inputting the data user will click on the "Send the text for 

resolution" button and the present page will send the data to resulr.jsp page for 

processing. The result on the system will look like the following figure in the next page. J 
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Results for Anaphora Resolution 
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Figure 4.3. Results for Anaphora Resolution by SARS 

Some Input-Output Examples 

1. Input: 'ij":\PPR.mas.sg.3.nom .i.n.n.dst 'ifiCCD 'Cfl\\PPR.mas .sg.3.acc.ii.n.n.dst 
qfh114\CGD ij4)qi{VJ .neu.sg.O.i.n.n ~CGD ~RF.O.sg.O . i ~CEM 
~ ~C.neu.sg. abl. v d1C1is4<{\V.ppd.sg.3.imPRF.n 1\PU 

Output: Sentence No. 1: U:\PPR.mas.sg.3.nom.i.n.n.dst 'ifiCCD 
'Cfl\\PPR.mas.sg.3.acc.ii .n.n.dst qfh1 14\CGD ij4)q¥{'JJ.neu .sg.O.i.n.n ~CGD 
~PRF.O .sg . O . i ~CEM ~ ~C.neu. sg.abl. v 61C11s4<{\V.ppd.sg.3.imPRF.n 

~PRF.O . sg.O . i is resolved to U:\PPR.mas .sg.3 .nom.i.n.n.dst 

2. Input: ~CAD m\DAB.fem.sg.3.nom.i.dst.n '11RldhNP.fem .sg.nom.i 
'C1'"fl\\DAB . fem .sg.3.acc.ii .dst.n ~ij€fl 4{\NC.fem.sg.acc. ii a'! ~'11C(\NC.neu .sg . abl. v 
f4+?t'tXl\CGD Cfro:\PPR.fem.sg.3.gen.vi.n.n.dst ~C.neu .sg.Ioc . v ii ~ cf\~D 
61k+ii'1¥{\PRF.mas.sg.acc .ii ~CGD ,\PU 'C1'"fl\\PPR.fem.sg.3 .acc.ii .n.n.dst 
~ C4<f*1ijCfli~C.mas.sg .l oc.vii ~ ~C.neu . sg. acc . ii ~ ~C1C48r<DP.fem .sg .O . i 
1\PU 
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Output: Sentence No. I: ~CAD @DAB.fcm.sg.3.nom.i.dst.n 
'11rqctl\NP.fem.sg.nom.i ~\DAB.fem.sg.3.acc.ii.dst.n fi.Hlcll q:\NC.fem.sg.acc.ii 
o/~NC.neu.sg.abl.v fCil"ll-u->-"1\CGD (;BD:\PPR.fem.sg.3.gen.vi.n.n.<ist 
B1R\NC.neu.sg.loc.vii <r~C AD 3llr;+i Hq:\PRF.mas.sg.acc.ii GD\~<n\CGD .\PU 
Gfl{\PPR.fem.sg.3 .ace. i i.n.n.dst ~C! ~'d *!Cfll mNC .mas.sg.loc.vii 
~NC.neu.sg.acc.ii ~PQdC!dl\KDP.fem.sg.O.i 

2111\+i 1'1 q:\PRF .mas.sg.acc. ii is resolved to '11 rq ctl\NP .fem.sg.n~;in.i 
~ ~ 

Some other test outputs arc given in the following sentences \Nith their sentence IDs 
produced by the system: 

Sentence No. 135: <r:\PRL.mas.sg.3.nom.i "'1\CNG ~PRF.mas.sg.ins.iii "'1\CNG 
"'q\CCD ~PPR.mas.sg.3.ins.iii.n.n.dst "'q\CCD Gf.=~NC.mas.sg.loc.vii ,\PU 
ffi\NC.mas.sg.loc.vii ~NC.Iem.sg.acc.ii "'1\CNG ~V.apd.sg.3.prs.n "'1\CNG 
Tcl\CCD '1C'~rcrii\NC.mas.sg.loc.vii 

~\PRF.mas.sg.ins.iii is resolved to <r:\PRL.mas.sg.3.nom.i 

Sentence No. 140: 3'11 '(lQRl\V .ppd.sg.3.prs.n "'1\CNG <r:\PRL.mas.sg.3.nom.i 
~PRF.mas.sg.gen.vi cf!?TBT\NC.mas.sg.gen.vi 3lihCAD ~Cf\if:\NC.mas.sg.O.i 
<rm\CCM 11\PU 27\RDS 

fC.fBf\PRF.mas.sg.gen.vi is resolved to <r:\PRL.mas.sg.3.nom.i 

Sentence No. 3345: ~~\CX ~\PPR.O.sg.2.nom.i.n.n.O ~:\PRF.mas.sg.gen.vi 
~DAB.neu.sg.3.acc.ii.O.n Gil §~~1,1~NC.neu.sg.acc.ii ffidlll 4{\JQ.ncu.sg.acc.ii.ord.n 
fu<::\NC.neu.::;g.acc. ii "'q\CCD lll"ii fC!\V .apd.sg.2.imp.n ,\PU ~CSB 
qc:~llq:\NC.neu.sg.acc.ii fiql~4ru .V.ppd.sg.2.prs.n ~:\CX ~:\CX ~\CCD 

~:\PRF.mas.sg.gen.vi is resoh·ed to 0fl{\PPR.O.sg.2.nom.i.n.n.O 

Sentence No. 433: ~PPR.neu.sg.3.acc.ii.n.n.dst 9~\CGD lld i~\514{\.l.l.neu.sg.O.i.n.n 
s:C!\CCM 2111 ,q 1'1 q:\PRF.mas.sg.acc.ii +i~+i 1'1 :\KDP.mas.sg.O.i tr~:\N P.mas.sg.nom.i 
~JQ.neu.sg.acc.ii.nnm.n fCII5li~~NC.mas.sg.acc.ii ~V.ppd.sg.3.aor.n 

3ilr;+i 1'1~\PRF.mas.sg.acc.ii is resolved to tr~:\NP.mas.sg.nom.i 

Sentence No. 582: 170\RDS 11\PU ~:\CAD f>~ lfitSlfl !~(f"B_dl\JJ.mas.du.nom.i.n.n 
~1:!.1 1 +i Cf106l \J.I.mas.du.nom.i.n.n q (+;:q (q:\PRC .ncu.sg.O.i Cfl(C:Cfl~+i'1 Cfll\NP .mas.du.nom.i 
+"J;:::?t~d\V .apd.du.3.prs.n 
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qzfq(t{\PRC.neu.sg.O.i is resolved to Cfl(c:ct1~11'1Cfl'hNP.mas.du.nom.i 

Above sentences were handled correctly. Following are some examples where system has 
given wrong results: 
Sentence No. 194: 311 cl"ll'i l{ \PRF.mas.sg.acc.ii f.t;l:r_\CNT tr:\PPR.mas.sg.3.nom.i.n.n.dst 
1"\CNG ~\V .ppd.sg.3.prs.n ft <Y~ 1ft <Y~ l{\.I.J.neu.sg.acc.ii.n.n 1"\CNG ~V.ppd.sg.3.prs.n 
"Zf:\PRL. mas.sg.3. nom. i 

311,111'"1 11\PRF.mas.sQ,.acc.ii is resolved to "Zf:\PRL.mas.sQ,.3.nom.i ' ~ ~ 

Sentence No. 257: c=rm\CCM ~\PPR.O.pl.l.nom.i.n.n.prx 
?._q q I ~1'"1 ll{\NC.mas.pl.gen.vi 31.-q 'QiliCIT:\.l.l.mas.pi.O.i.n.n ~:\NC.mas.pi.O.i 
~NC.mas.pl.loc.vii 3'1ilt\CEM ~8lllfil'i:\.J.l.mas.pi.O.i.n.n ~CSB 
Bfl1:\PRF.mas.sg.acc.ii ~\NC.mas.sg.acc.ii ·.ncNG ~~\ V.apd.pl.l.prs.n ,\PU 
c=r~CSB <qq l~l'i ll{\NC.mas.pl.gen.vi ~\PPR.neu.sg.3.nom.i.n.n.prx 
~\.I.J.neu.sg.O.i.n.n 1"\CNG ~\V.ppd.sg.3.prs.n 

Frli\PRF.mas.sg.acc.ii is resolved to ~PPR.neu.sg.3.nom.i.n.n.]XX 
' ....... l ' ..._, 

In sentence no. 194 the correct antecedent is ff:\PPR.mas.sg.3.nom.i.n.n.dst 'vhich \vas ......... ~ ......... 

not decided by the system. Likewise in sentence no. 257 the antecedent was 
~PPR.O.pl.l.norn.i.n.n.prx but the system ii;ste~\d- \vrongly chose 
~cfC1,\PPR.neu.sg.3. nom. i. n. n. prx. 

4.3.1. Result Analysis and Limitation 
.......... . .~ .. 

Currently this system is giving results for intrasentential lexical anaphors. As is described 

in 3.2.4., it is giving encouraging results. There v,·cre 97 intrasentential lexical anaphors --, and cataphors in the input text and out of which 64 \vere correctly resolved. However. an 

I improvement is needed for better results. The~ is not able to handle intersentential 
' 

anaphors at present state. Also. if a sei1tence has both a reflexive and a reciprocal. it picks 

. :up one of them and gives the result. The cases of reflexive compounding and reciprocal 

J compounding are not handled. We shall try in future to give better resu,,: 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Further Enhancement 

Anaphora resolution has proven to be a formidable task for computers to perform. It 

plays a significant role in most of the NLP applications such as IEachine translation 

(MT), text summarization, question answering systems, information extractions etc. In 

Sanskrit, however, it has received very little computational research. Until now, only a 

few works are available on this topic (see 5.1 ). Anaphora resolution is a very wide topic 

in NLP and generally, it includes lexical anaphors, third person pronouns, and other 

anaphoric items. 

In this study we have investigated the pronouns and lexical anaphors usage in the 

Sanskrit text Paticatantra. Also, we have developed a program to identify lexical 

anaphors and their antecedents automatically. The system developed in the present 

research has been named SARS (acronym of Sanskrit Anaphora Resolution System) and 

at present it takes care of lexical anaphors only, as this work was a time bound one year 

(M. Phil.) project, the handling of all the anaphoric cases was not feasible. The system 

identifies intrasentential antecedents of lexical anaphors in the input text. The antecedent 

of lexical anaphor could be a common noun, proper noun, personal pronoun or relative 

pronoun. They (antecedents) occur either in nominative or instrumental or very rarely in 

genitive casal forms, as we have observed in our investigation of the text. The system has 

heen tested in a corpus of 3659 sentences of PT containing_ 116 anaphors and is giving 

e!!£Qllr'!ging ~~s~lt~ .. 

The work done in this dissertation can broadly be classified in three parts: 

• Data collection from the text 

• Analysis of the data 

• Development of the system 
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The method of data collection, transcription and formatting has been described in the 

introductory chapter. The second chapter gives a complete description of pronouns and 

lexical anaphor usage in the text. The analysis done in this chapter has been used in 

developing the algorithm for automatic anaphora resolution. The third chapter discusses 

the issues and challenges in designing the system. It also presents an algorithm for lexical 

anaphors resolution. In the fourth chapter, the computing task has been taken up. This 

chapter describes the methods and techniques applied to bring about the system. 

Computing has been the final and ultimate goal of the work done here. The system 

architecture and design is explained with the sample code of JSP and Java. Finally, the 

implemented system's functioning is given with development information and 

screenshots. 

The work done on Sanskrit anaphora and cataphora resolution through this dissertation is 

a step forward in the existing research published on this topic. I have tried my best to 

devise the algorithm for lexical anaphors to suit the usage in the text of study. The 

classification of pronouns and lexical anaphors in Chapter 2 of this dissertation gives a 

complete picture of such usage in the text. It may provide a good understanding of these 

usages in the language for further research on this subject. This study could be tested for 

the language in general and after investigating some other texts of classical Sanskrit new 

findings can be added. 

5.1. Limitations of the System 

The system is able to identify only intrasententiallexical anaphors. There are a lot more 

anaphoric usages in the language that, yet, need to be handled automatically in order to 

facilitate the language processing tasks. The intersentential cases of reflexives and 

reciprocals are yet to be resolved. The system does not recognise clause boundaries 51nd 
--------------------does not work for comlili0,~s yalidly.J,he compounding of all kinds of pronouns 

is a new type of problem in anaphora resolution research which is specific to Sanskrit. 

Such structures increase the load of the machine and reduce the efficiency of the system. 

The present system does not take care of compound reflexives and compound reciprocals. 
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To resolve them it will require a separate module called compound processor. Also, the 

system does not consider pro drop, that is, zero pronoun cases. 

5.2. Potential Application 

The applications of anaphora resolution are enormous. SARS program can prove to be a 

very useful tool for machine translation systems. If the anaphors and their antecedents are 

known to machine, the machine can take care of them when they are being translated in 

typologically different languages as there might be some issues of agreements. To fit to 

these agreements such resolution is unavoidable. As the system developed is highly 

scalable, it can be easily adapted and extended to suit the needs of other languages as 

well. 

5.3. Scope of Further Research and Development 

This is a small effort in designing an anaphor resolution system for Sanskrit. The input to 

the system is POS tagged data which was tagged with the MSRI Indic Language POS 

tagset (IL-POST). The linguistic analysis of the data for machine is based on the tagging 

infonnation only. The system would have to be enhanced to cover wider areas of 

coreference resolution like intersentential anaphor handling and also to consider third 

person pronouns at both levels: intrasentential and intersentential. With the help of verbal -- -inflections the cases of zero pronouns can also be handled, as the Sanskrit verb encodes 

information about the subject also. To use this system professionally for other Sanskrit 

texts as well we would need the following additions: 

4 adding a sandhi processing module 

4 adding lexical resources 

4. adding compound processing module 

~ adding a comprehensive POS tagger / 

For the smooth running of the system the issues discussed in Chapter 3 need to be taken 

care of. In comparison to other Indian languages Sanskrit texts are a bit complex and 

therefore their pre-processing has to be done rigorously./ 
// 
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Thus, there is a big scope for research and development in this area of research including 

the enhancement of this task further. The third person pronouns which are often 

anaphoric should be investigated for their mechanical handling to smooth the language 

processing tasks. Their intrasentential and intersentential handling is very necessary for 

complete anaphora resolution. And also, the use of anaphoric adjectives is a predominant 

feature of Sanskrit and their resolution is also warranted. To what extent morphological 

features will solve the problem and how the rest problems would be solved - are some of / 

the relevant questions which require rigorous research in order to resolve satisfa:orilv 

---
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Append¥. · .. ·2S 

Apperdix 1. A Sample of POS Tagged Text 

11\PU ~>.fT:\eiN 11\PU 

tf~~\NP .neu.sg.loc.vii 3TmeiN fl:l~fP:SllfR :\NP.fem.sg.nom.i 

(\PU RJht.~\JQ.neu.sg.nom.i.ord.n ~\Ne.neu.sg.nom.i )\PU 

31~\eiN ~\PPR.neu.sg.3.nom.i.n.n.prx 3m:'Prit\V.apd.sg.3.prs.n 

fil~BV'I I fA :\NP .fem.sg.nom.i ~eX ffidlzP{\JQ.neu.sg.nom.i.ord.n 

~\Ne.neu.sg.nom.i ,\PU ~\PRL.neu.sg.3.gen.vi 

3Pl1{\DAB.mas.sg.3.nom.i.prx.n ~:\JJ.mas.sg.nom.i.n.n ~frf;:\Ne.mas.sg.nom.i 

-\PU 

3fBTH~T:\JJ.mas.pl.nom.i.n.n meAD m-ID:\Ne.mas.pl.nom.i 

~~li ... d:\Ne.mas.pl.nom.i Cf89{Cff:\Ne.mas.pl.nom.i 1\PU 

m~\V.ppd.pl.3.prs.n 31f9J\eAO Cfd~lfili\Ne.neu.pl.acc.ii idi·Pgliwp:\"614_\eeM 

11\PU 1 \RDS 11\PU 

~ex zrm\eeM ~~'rRr\V.apd.sg.3.prs.n -\PU ~\V.ppd.sg.3.prs.n 

mt~\JJ.mas.sg.loc.vii.n.n ~\Ne.mas.sg.loc.vii 

lif%~1\JJc~q,\NP.neu.sg.nom.i ~ex ~Ne.neu.sg.nom.i 1\PU 

m\PPR.neu.sg.3.gen.vi.n.n.dst ;:r\eNG 3lfci~u·~~:\JJ.mas.sg.O.i.n.n 

li il -o-s?.l ~ Cll {\JJ .mas.sg .0. i. n.n <i H 1 fCl 'Q~-~11 Y1j)'i'V1")r1 :\JJ .mas.sg .O.i. n .n 

W:\Ne.mas.pl.ins.iii 311idi'f~IC:Z:\JJ.mas.sg.O.i.n.n 

mFd I fi1 C1 qfi10f1\Ji<i fll[\"'):\JJ.mas.sg.O.i.n.n ;::rpjtm:\NC.mas.sg.O.i 

~JQ.mas.sg .0. i .nnm.n 1\PU · 3P-TC!1\Ceo ~\JJ. neu .sg .0. i.n .n 

~\KDP.neu.sg.O.i -\PU 

0,1)-"II~H if~! :\JJ .mas.sg.O.i.n.n Qlj;lrC.i RCl~_:\NC.mas.pl.ins.iii 

~ G61 f?,11H-o-J:c;::\JJ .mas.sg.O.i.n.n ,\PU 

W:\NC.mas.pl.ins.iii 3"11 '1\'F:'~I2.(:\JJ .mas.sg.O.i.n.n i·M:t·~l :\NC.mas.pl.ins.iii 

BV~\NC.mas.SCJ. loc. vii "fCl""'SP'..::t'1T:\JJ.mas.sg.O. i.n.n 1\PU 
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fct~&l\\JJ.neu.sg.O.i.n.n 11~:\NC.mas.pl.ins.iii frltflacsf_!t:~:\JJ.mas.sg.nom.i.n.n 

wur:\JJ.mas.sg.nom.i.n.n tr:\OAB.mas.sg.3.nom.i.dst.n T!!f\CEM 

~:\NC.mas.sg.nom.i ,\PU 

~:\JQ.neu.pl.in·s.iii.nnm.n ~:\NC.neu.pl.ins.iii 

ill §fl ,q fl ~~~ f_!@ ~:\JJ.mas.sg.nom. i.n. n ~~::~m:wr:\JJ .mas.sg.nom.i.n.n 
I 

3l"tR:\PPR.mas.sg.3.ilom.i.n.ri.O 11\PU 2\RDS 11\PU 

Cf5f\CAD :;:r\CCD C'I'CJ)qd'iCfi:\NP.mas.sg.nom.i '1111\CX Cf1ln1:\NC.mas.sg.nom.i 

· t;~Ris<8Rl\V.ppd.sg.3.prs.n Br\CX 1\PU tr:~.PPR.mas.sg.3.nom.i.n.n.dst Cfi~IRid,\CX 

SIIOI<:!I?fi~\NC.neu.sg.dat.i ~\NC.neu.sg.acc.ii \3it~1f\CGO 

SlilR1d:\KOP.mas.sg.O.i ~\CSB trQ""lffct\V.ppd.sg.3.prs.n ,\PU ~CSB 

\J1 IC'IQ@ :\JJ.mas.sg.nom.i.n.n 3i Rl<fiGOI ci'jj:\JJ.mas.sg.nom.i.n.n ,\PU 

f:§R:dil (OI :\JJ.mas.sg.nom.i.n.n ,\PU 3i~cfcfi~r:\JJ.mas.sg.nom.i.n.n 

<:!t:l fctii$,·Cfi{ICfil z:\JJ.mas.sg.nom.i.n.n -;:n::\NC.mas.sg.nom.i ~:\CAD 

Gl~::f\V.ppd.sg.3.prf.n 1\PU 
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Appendix 2. The IL-POST 

Description of Tags: 
(A) Categories and Types (followed by their respective attributes): 

(i) Noun (N) 
1. Common (NC) 
gender, number, case, nominal declension 
2. Proper (NP) 
gender,number,case, nominal declension 

(ii) Verb (V) 
pada, number, person, tense\mood, honorificity 

(iii) Pronoun (P) 
1. Pronominal (PPR) 
gender, number, person, case, nominal declension, honorificity, distance 
2. Reflexive (PRF) 
gender, number, case, nominal declension 
3. Reciprocal (PRC) 
gender, number, nominal declension 
4. Relative (PRL) 
gender, number, person, case, nominal declension 
5. Wh (PWH) 
gender, number, case, nominal declension 

(iv) Nominal Modifier (J) 
1. Adjective (JJ) 

gender, number, case, nominal declension 
2. Quantifier (JQ) 

gender, number, case, nominal declension, numeral 

(v) Demonstrative (D) 
1. Absolutive (DAB) 
gender, number, person, case, nominal declension, distance, emphatic, 
honorificity 
2. Relative (DRL) 
gender, number, case, nominal declension 
3. Wh- (DWH) 
gender, number, case, nominal declension 
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(vi) Kridant (KD) 
1. Participle (KDP) 
gender, number, case, nominal declension 

2. Gerundive (KDG) 
gender, number, case, nominal declension 

(vii) Particle (C) 
1. Coordinating (CCD) 
2. Subordinating (CSB) 
3. Gerundive (CGD) 
4. Interjection (CIN) 
5. Negative (CNG) 
6. Emphatic (CEM) 
7. Interrogative (CNT) 
8. Adverb (CAD) 
9. Postposition (upapada) (CPP) 
10. Quotative (CQT) 
11. Comparative (CCM) 
12. Reduplicative (CRD) 
13. Other (CX) 

(viii) Punctuation (PU) 

(ix) Residual (RD) 
1. Foreign word (RDF) 
2. Symbol (RDS) 
3. Others (RDX) 

(B) Attributes and their values: 

1. Gender (Gen) 
a.Masculine (mas) 
b.Feminine (fern) 
c.Neuter (neu) 

2. Number (Num) 
a. Singular (sg) 
b. Dual (du) 
c. Plural (pl) 

3. Person (Per) 
a. First (1) 
b. Second (2) 
c. Third (3) 
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4. Case (Cs) 
a.Nominative (nom) 
b.Accusative (ace) 
c.Instrumental (ins) 
d.Dative (dat) 
e.Ablative (abl) 
f.Genetive (gen) 
g.Locative (loc) 
h.Vocative (voc) 

5. Nominal declension "vibhakti" (Vbh) 
a. Prathama (i) 
b. Dwitiya (ii) 
c. Tritiya (iii) 
d. Chaturthi (iv) 
e. Panchami ( v) 
f. Shashthi (vi) 
g. Saptami (vii) 
h. Vocative (viii) 

6. Tense/Mood (Tns/Mood) 
a. Present (prs) 
b. Aorist (aor) 
c. Imperfect (imprt) 
d. Perfect (prt) 
e. Periphrastic Future (pht) 
f. General Future (gft) 
g. Imperative (imp) 
h. Potential (pot) 
i. Benedictive (ben) 
j. Conditional (end) 

7. Numeral (Nml) 
a.Ordinal (ord) 
b.Cardinal (crd) 
c.Non-numeral (nnm) 

8. Distance (Dist) 
a. Proximal (prx) 
b. Distal (dst) 

9. Emphatic (Emph) 
a. Yes y 
b.No n 
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1 O.Negative (Neg) 
a.Yes y 
b.No n 

11. Honorificity (Hon) 
a. Yes y 
b. No n 

12. Pada (Pd) 
a. Parasmaipada (ppd) 
b. Atmanepada (apd) 
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